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ABSTRACT - continued

group used a traditional lecture-discussion approach, while the
experimental group used a learning game.

The game is designed to allow the player the opportunity of
reating his knowledge of science to the elementary classroom
situation. A role playing design is used which gives concepts
in their own words.

The results of analysis of variance comparisons indicated signifi-
cantly superior posttest results in achievement in science, attitude
toward science, confidence in science, and the learning of specific
concepts taught in the game for the experimental gaming group, as
compared to the lecture-discussion control group. Means on the pre-
test scores of the two groups were compared and found not to differ
significantly. High and low groups were identified for both the
experimental and control treatments on the basis of their pretest
measures of achievement in science. Stepwise multiple regression
analyses were performed for these four classKications and illus-
trated that individual personality and background characteristics
could differentially predict the post measures. It was found that
the low achieveri in science benefited most from the gaming strategy;
their achievement posttest scores nearly matched those of the high
achievement group. Th3 learning game used in this study thus acted
to reduce the difference in achievement detected on the oretest,
while raising the achievement mean score for the entire group.

The results suggest that a learning game of this type may be
effective agent in providing a learning environment that fosters

growth in both the cognitive and affective domains.
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A STUDY OF THE COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE OUTCOMES OF

A, COLLEGIATE SCIENCE LEARNING GAME

ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to determine the effect of

playing a science education game on ti.e cognitive and affective pro-

cesses of black graduate students at Florida A. and M. University.

The effects treasured were changes.in attitude toward science, general

confidence in mastery of science, general achievement on science, and

mastery of specific scientific concepts. The usefulness of background

and personality variables in predicting success in tne two treatments

was also investigated.

The subjects were 78 teachers enrolled in two graduate level

science education courses during the summer quarter, 1970. One class

served as a control group, the other as the experimental group. Approxi-

mately half of the quarter was devoted to the review of sc;ance content.

During this period the control group used a traditional lecture-discussion

approach, while the experimental group used a learning game.

The game is designed to allow the player the opportunity of

relating his knowledge of science to the elementary classroom situation.

A role playing design is used which gives concepts in their own words.

The results of analysis of variance comparisons indicated signifi-

cantly superior posttest results in achievement in science, attitude
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ABSTRACT - continued

toward science, confidence in science, and the learning of specific

concepts taught in the game for the experimental gaming group, as

compared to the lecture-discussion control group. Means on the pre-

test scores of the two groups were compared and found not to differ

significantly. High and low groups ware identified for both the

experimental and control treatments on the basis of their pretest

measures of achievement in science. Stepwise multiple regression

analyses were performed for these four classifications and illus-

trated that individual personality and background characteristics

could differentially predict the post measures. was found that

the low achievers in science benefited most from the gaming strategy;

their achievement posttest scores nearly matched those of the high

achievement group. The learning game used in this study thus acted

to reduce the difference in achievement detected on the pretest,

while raising the achievement mean score for the entire group.

The results suggest that a learning game of this type my be

an effective agent in providing a leaning environment that fosters

growth in both tile cognitive and affective domains.
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CHAPTirl

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Background for the Study

....v. apron n sert."15,,

.A widespread disillusionment with traditional teaching methods

seems to be a central theme in today's student unrest. Smith (1969)

reports that at all levels of instruction, educators are discouraged

by the apathy and listlessness of their students, and by the alarming

number who dropout of the educational system. These dropout,: often

report that their school experiences seemed irrelevant to the issues

and problems that they face.

The educational worlC must face the realization that tomorrow

will he characterized by rapid change, by an explosion of knowledge,

and by new technological developments that are likely to make much of

what we learn in today's schools obsolete by the time it is applied.

Marshall McLuhan (1964) suggests that the nature of consciousness is

changing as a function of technology, and that the future generations

may be so different that transmissiot of ideas between generations

may be very difficult. Many educators are beginning to raise serious

doubts about the value of present curricula, media, and presentation

methodology in meting the ch4llenges of the future.

Rasor (1969) points out that new goals for education are

gppearIng which ask questions as: Hoc: do people learn? What will

the future be like? .What educational experiences should be provided

1
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our youth to}nourish there futuristic attributes? Raser contends

that the mind'fs 6n-instrument to be developed, not a bin to be filled.

He further erphasizes engagement as a nucleus of educational experiences

that result in "real" learning. Raser states that-in the'aut;_46ared,

cjbernated world of the future the grasp o complex systems will be the

most relevant skill and that the student must view the *orld as a

dynamic procaps, not as a series of static events.

Objective of the Study.

This study vas conducted to determine the effect the playing

of a science education game had on the cognitive and affective processes

of Llack 3raduate students at Florida A & M University. A concurrer!-

treatment group using a lecture - discussion format was used as the

control.

The Use of Teaching Games as
a Strategy of Instruction

Learning games have been cast in the role of Achieving all of

these new goals for education. Gaming is, in essence, a process of

learning to learn. The literature is full of educators who edvocete

the use of academic games in the classroom--Brandes (1954), Carlson

' (196?), Darren (1967), Johnson (1960), Osgood (1957), Phillips (1967),

Vivian (1963), Wegner (1959), and Wing (1968). The great majority of

people who have played or administered learning games report that they

create intense involvement and motivation. Learning games further
.

focus on process and system behavior rather than on mall details.

145
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Alger (1963) surveyed the use of the Internation Simulation

(INS) at the college level and provided the following list of claims

for the gaming technique;

1. Simulation (or gaming) heightens the interest and motivation
of students in several ways. It is stimulating, thvolving,
provioes a shared experience as a basis for later discussions,
and is a catalytic agent, providing students with objectives
for sharing background information.

2. Simulation offers an opportunity for applying au* testing
knowledge gained from reading and other experiences.

3. Participation (as a decision-maker, for example) gives the
student insight, empathy, and a greater understanding of
the wrld as seen and experienced by real decision-makers.

4. Most simulations provide a simplified "world" that is
easier for the participant to comprehend as a whole than are
the real institutions being represented (1963, p. 152).

An interesting characteristic of learning games is that they

often can be played in an intelleettually rewarding manner by students

of varied backgrounds. Ten year olds and graduate students have

played INS wit', equally satisfying results. Bruner (1960) has said'

It can be demonstrated that fifth-grade children can play
mathematical games with rules modeled on )ighly advanced,
mathematics; indeed they can arrive at these rules inductively
and learn how to work with them (1960, p. 69).

Grade; age, and intellectual factors are thought to be much

less critical in the play of a game, as contrasted with conventional

materials. This approach thus can be thought of ai a form of

individualised instruction, much the same as self-study sequences or

computer-assisted problem solving. Wing (1968) creator of two genes

in Which computer provides the environment within which the student

plays a role, argues that individualisation is a key factor in the

(",,". .
suCcesi of a gems. 'Studies 62 the type conducted in this investigation

t)tr!!).1 ;.:
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are indicated to determine the type of individual that benefits from

the learning One and under what conditions.

Boocock and Schild (1968) view games.aa a pcsiible bridge to

span the learning gap between the unsuccessful student and his more

successful re. TS. They include the underachiever, the nonmotivated,

the culturally deprived, the inner city, and various other types of

problem students in this category. They point out most innovations in

teaching have been unable to close the gap; on the contrary, they often

provide the able student with additional tools with which he can mo

even further ahead of hie peers. Blaxall (1965) gives instances of

learning break-throughs, when a previously withdrawn, unresponsive,

non-achieving, or troubI7.-making student comes alive in a gaming

session and proves hi-eaelf surprisingly active and effective i- planning

strategy. Boocock (1968), Inbar (1965), and Cohen (1964) report

empirical evidence that appears to show that the relationship between

learning in a game situation and performance in the conventional school

setting is very weak. Thus games may provide 4 different way of learn-

ing and in combination with conventional methods say decrease the

variance of achievement (without decreasing the mean).

The population of this investigation contained a large number

of black teachers that were under-achievers in the sciences. Pettigrew

(1964) offers a reason why these under - achievers may do well in the

gaming environment. He has shown the: unsuccessful students sty accept

the tole of failure and develop a 01sYchological set which makes them

continue to do poorly. The game may break this set and thus the obli-

gation to fail. Rotter (1966), Seeman (1963), and Coleman (1966) report

evidence that supports the view that bothavir2r in general and learning in
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particular is st-ongly affected by the individual's :sense of conttol

of hie own destiny. Bruner (1966) describes below the possible long-

term benefits that a series of games may have on a person's outlook

towards life:

. . . of all an attitude in which Cie child learns that the
outcomes of various rctivities are not as extreme as he either
hoped or feared . . . . In time, the attitude of play is con-
verted into what may best be called a game attitude, In which_
the child gets a sense not only that: contequences are limited
but that the limitations come by virtue of rules thiet govern a
procedure, whether it be checkers or arithmetic, or baseball
(1966, p. 134-145).

The 7volution of Play and Games

Play, according to Piaget (1967), is an imaginary imitative

activity that serves as a primary socializing influence on childrem

) Play becomes a gime when formal rules or constraints are added and a

system of rewards cr payoffs is present. Learning games are a modern

hybrid used by educators to motivate students and instill desired

behaviors.

Huizings (1950) in his classic book "lump Ludens" describes

man as te. playing animal. He suggests that play is a type of self-

conceived activity that needs little outside justification for its

existence. Play is thus its own reward in this theory. He goes on to

speculate that nearly all man's acP.ivities are related to play. Han

has, according to his reasoning, forgotten that ve are just playing
. .

somewhere in his evolution and is desperately searchfog for meaning

in daily events, many which have no significance other than their own

existence. Borne (1964) in his book "Games People Play" also develops

a theory of play, but much different from that of Huisinga's. Herne

refers to the destructive manipulation of self and others as the games
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we play. People play these games because of their inability or un-

willingness to.face life in a mature manner. These contrasting notions

of play serve to illustr.ste the idea that the concept has many

dimensions. A single theory (.4 play or gaming is thus likely to be a

gross oversimplification.'

Most experts trace the beginning of formal games and simula-

tions to the war games. Chess is an example of this type of game that

was probably designed by noblemen to entertain themselves while brush-

ing up on their military strategy. User (1969) points out that the

more sophisticated modern games owe the,1 potency to the techniques

derived Cram small-group experimentation, decision theory, and systems

analysis.

Riser (1969) makes the observation that the terms simulation

and game have often been used interchangeably in the literature. He

feels the following distinction should be made:

The more explicit is :he "operating model," that Ls, the greater
the extent to which all the seemingly salient variables are formally
preprogrammed and the sore it is believed that the model is a
complete and accurate analogue to some "referent" system, the more
likely it is that the model will be called a simulation. On the
other hand, the more informal and tentative the model and the more
it relies on human participation as an intrinsic component in its
operation, the more likely it will be called a game (1969, p. x).

Huiaingals definition of a game describes its more general

aspects When he describes ft as=

A voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed
limits of time and place, according to rules freely accepted

' but absolutely binding, having its aim in itself and accompanied
by a feeling of tension, joy, aid consciousness that is different
from ordinary life (1950, p. 28).

,1
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With a distinction made between a simulation and a game, there still

remains the task of relating game theory to the scheme. Ads has been

done skillfully by Brody (1963):

The Theory of Games ("Game Theory") provides a means of describing
the strategic behavior of one or more actors who have t- make
choices in conflict situations (games) in which the psyoffs
(potential outcomes) are a function of the choices made by all
parties to the conflict. The Game Theory model is normative, in
that it prescribes the choice or combination of choices which lead
to the best payoff under the eircumstaLces of agiven contiict
situation. The theory. moreover, postulates a "rational" actor
who will always follow this best strategy. A political game
(or simulation) is an operating model which represents an attempt .

on the part of the theorist, through the representation of an
empirical system to provide himseAf with information about real,
states of the system (1963, p. 211-212).

From the above clarifications it can be seen that Game Theory is a set

of mathematical tools for dealing with discrete types of conflict

situations. Learning games and simulations, in contrast, are attempts

by theorists to fabricate operational models of physical and social

systems.

Abt (1969), a pioneer in the field of gaming, distinguishes

three types of formal games:

1. showdown-where each player exhibits his best physical or
mental performance and luck without interference from any
other player, and the results are compared

. stratexy,-in which opposed players interfere with each other

3. combinatiom-games incorporating strategies exchanges pre-
. liminsry to showdowns

Etlucational games may take any of the above forms. Chance is typically

used to Insulate uncertainty in the referent system. Abt (1969, p. 77)

states that educational games may also bo tlassified as skill, chance,

reality, or fantasy depending on the game's emphasis. In games of

skill the winner is said to be determined by his relative capabilities.

oe.
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Skill games tend co reward achievement and individual initiative. It

is also pointed out that they may have a negative value in that they

may discourage slow learners and show up their inequalities. In games

of chance Abt (1969) states that the player's capabilities have nc

bcaring on the outcome. He does say that they have an educational

value since they may show the limitations of effort and skill. This

may have the effect of humbling the overachievers and encouraging the

underachievers Chance games are said to be mast popular with slum

populations, most of which are probably underachievers. Chance games

also have the negative effects of encouraging magical thinking and

passivity. Abt (1969, p. 77) says that reality games are really

simulations of real world operations. They teach the student structural

relationships and exploit the student's craving for adult reality.

Abt (1969, p. 77) makes the statement that these games may tend to make

students rver impressed with the predictability of everts. Fantasy

games are the last classification used by Abt and include activities

like dancing and skiing which give emotional uplift and stimulate the

imagination, but are low in cognitive value.

This investigator had observed that educators usually construct

reality games the strategic type. This is a result of theirvelue

system and not due to the range of possibilit,as of the gaming

technique.

Boocock and Schild (1968) feel that learning games for class-

room use have gone through three distinct stages of development. The

first phase they call acceptance on faith. During this period social

scientists were said to have discovered gaming as an innovative

experience for the classroom. Many games were designed and field tested

RI!
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during this period of enthusiasm. This phase was said io end about

1953 and it did not produce Nue, hard evidence to 8uppoit ths claims

for the t^chnique. The second phase, post-honeymoon, ran from 1963 -

1965 and was characterized by researchers attempting to conduct

controlled experiments with games. Boocock and Schild describe the

results of these expexments, generally inconclusive, as a sobering

experience for researchers. The reality that contemporary games had

many flaws an-1 were.not a panacea for education became known. These

scientists also reported that present measurement 4004 VIrre net

adequate to measure the impact of games.

Two general attitudes soon developed concerning the direction

learning game research should follow. Thoreli.i and Graves (1964)

represented one gr,up that felt the working hypothesis that games -6)

teach should be maintained. Cherryhold (1966) recommended, however.

a retreat from the original hypothesis that games can teach better 'than

conventional materials. He sees the technique as more of a motivational

device for change of attitudes,

Boocock and Schild call the third phase realistic optimism.

It began in 1965 and extends to date. During this period games wrte

field tested in a wide variety of educational settings and a pool of

data concerning learnin& effects was gathered. From these finl{ngs

came a more justified optimism, according to these authors.

Research on the If facts of
7 ;

klaNallallee

White a nUmbio of educators hays claimed beneficial results

from the use of games, there is a scareity of experimental research to

.

confirm their feelings. BUrgess (1969) conducted a study using games

gg;
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as a strategy to improve the learning of mathematics and the attitudes

toward mathematics of low achieving secondary students. Employing a

control group which used paper and pencil materials, Burgess reports

a significant difference in favor of the game group on attitudinal

measures, but did not find statistical superiority in achievement.

Certain parts of the achievement measure favored the experimental and

other parts the control groups, which led the investigator to speculate

that some of his games were more effective than others. Burgess further

advanced the idea that games may be more appropriate for certain types

of conceptual learning.

Allen (1968) used a logic-symbol game to build problem solving

ability In a class of summer school students. He used a pretest and

posttest design with scores on the California Test of Mental Maturity

as the criterion. He used a group of students from the following

regular school year as his control. The results, based on the

difference scores, indicated a much more favorable change on the part

of the game group. Allen concltied that his game had indeed signifi-

cantly enhanced the problem solving ability of the class. Campbell

and Stanley (1966) have pointed out that designs of this kind often

introduce differences in saturation, history, :ad selection and might

not in these cases represent real treatment effects.

Wing (1968) used two couputer -based games (Sumerian and Sierra

Leone Game) to teach economics to sixth grade students. Reporting that

sixth graders were capable of progressing through the program with

. little assistance, Wing also states that pupil interest was high for

the usual fifteen hours of instruction. Using a pretest and posttest

23 , s
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desgn with concurrent control and e:Tcrimental groups Wing (1968)

concludes with respect to learning:

Although the only statistically significant difference is the one
pertaining to the Iarger'gain of the experimental group in respect
to the SumArisin Game, the total of the data seem to impose a
cautious conclusion; that no difference in amount of learning was
demonstrated. Insofar as these data go, no claim to superiority
can be made either by the computer game technique or by the con-
ventional classr.om method of instruction (1968, p. 161).

We have a different result when we compare time invested per pupil on

instruction. Thu experimental group used about one half the time

expended by the control. So the computer game was judged more efficient.

Two studies by Humphrey (1965 and 1966) ueed games to teach

language skills and number concepts to primary aged students. In the

first, Humphrey used workwork exercises as the Oternate treatment to

teaching language skills. This investigator reports that the active

game medium produced greater changes, but not at a significant level.

In the second experiment Humphrey used a game with first grade children

to teach number concepts. He used a pretest-posttest design

a control group. He reports the median score rose sufficiently to

indicate a significant difference (p 4.001). Without the control

group all that can be said is that it appears that the children acquired

, numb( concept& by playing games.

Boocock (1968) conducted two games which simulated real life

situations at a 4-H convention. She assigned the /students to two

groups in random manner. One group played the Legislative Game,

and the other the Life Career Game. A questionnaire was administered

before and after the gamins sessions. The cmetionnaires were J

.fasUionod in such a we/ that each group served as a control for the,

other, Boocock did not find many significant differences in her data

24
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She found evidence that factual learning resulted from playing the

Life Career Game and there was a tendercy toward a liberalization of

attitudes toward politics after playing the Legislative Game. She

comments:

The over-all impression one gets from this experiment is that
a good deal of learning can occur in simulation games r:f
sort and the experiment supports a basic tenet of the philosophy
of educational gaming, that students can have fun and learn at
the same time (1968, p. 87)..

7sker (1968) also conducted a study that comparod achievement

in American "istory between two of his classes, one taught by gaming

and the other oy a text. The classes were said co be matched at the

start of the study. After fifteen class periods he gave both groups

an acMevement test, and found that the group scores of the gaming

class were significantly higher. He also reports a significant

increase (p.01) on an attitude score for the gaming group. Details

of the administration of the experiment were not even and it is

difficult for the reader to appraise the generalizability of the

investigation.

The need for research into
the effect of games.

From the above studies no conclusive trend can be found that

indicates that games do indeed teach intellectual and content skills

in a diversity of applications. It is a plausible hypothesis that the

characteristics of the learner and the content to be learned may play

a significant role in the effectiveness of a gaw.e. The characteristics

of the game itself swr also be a critical factor. *Any educatols have

speculattd that the ultimate application of games willbetheir adoption

,1.44 e4:.a of.many approaches coordinated in in instructional system.

25
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For thin day to errivemuch research will be required that determines

the role of games in the learn:1g environment. Poocock (1968)

summariv.es this need when she states:

One of the major unsolved (though researched) issues in the field

of simulation gaming concerns the type and effectiveness of the

learning produced. While mast researchers are agreed on the

power of such 'arses to interest and motivate students, there is

disagreement' over whether games also teach intellectual content

and skills (1968, p. 107).

The Proposed Study

Purpose of the study

As indicated by the research lit,:rature there is a definitc:

need for more research into the effects of games in different instruc-

tional settings. One setting that has not been investigated is that

of graduate training of black elementary school teachers. Given the

many learning problems for this group, there is a need for fresh

strategies of instruction that promotes the learning of.scientific

concepts and at the same time improves the black teacher's attitude

towards the nature and process of science instruction in the elementary

11 school.

s

The Impose of this study was to determine the extent to Which

the playing of a science education game could promote cognitive and

affective objectives. The game in thin context thus replaces the

,

conventional lecturediscussion method.

Illurch hypotheses !i

Thirstody was concerned with four dimensions or effects of the

use 6f 'a teaching gene in a graduate level science education class.

These effects may be briefly described as changes in attitude toward

26
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science, general confidence in mastery of science, general achievecient

in science, and the mastery of specific scientific concepts taught in

the game. An additional consideration for the study was the differen-

tial effect of background and personality variables to th:. success of

students in the two treatment groups (gaming and lecture - discussion).

Many .of the above studies have reported attitude changes

related to thi playing of games. Few of the studies, hiawever, used

adults and thefr attitudinal structure may be more fixed or rigid than

youngsters. The investigator has observed that an elementary teacher's

attitude towards; science may determine the quality and quant'ty of

science instruction found in her classroom. The first research

hypothesis was thus designed to test the effect of changes of attitude

toward science in the two treatment groups.

General confidence in science is the second area of interest

in this study. General confidence, as used in this study, describes

a feeling of security or comfort in one's knowledge and skill in a

specified domain. It is conjectured that teachers who feel uncertain

about their grasp of science are likely to teach the subject in an

incidental manner in the classroom. It is possible that through the

vehicle of a game this feeling of general confidence in science may be

developed. This dimension of gaming has no been investigated in prior

research and is an important research hypothesis for this study.

Growth in general science achievement is the third outcome

that this study investigated. If games produce the motivation that

has been reported in the literature, they should serve to stimulate

students to perforM their out-of-class activities in an inspired Winne".
*".

27 6.10
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ibis interest and attention should serve to increase the student's

general achieveient in the sciences.

It is possible that the playing of a game may be a very

effeetive device for focusing attention on a concept and thus Lake it

more likely that the concept will be mastered. Thus thie game may

teseh direcLly and not be simply a motivational device. The fourth

research hypothesis woe designed to teat ttts effect of a teaching game.

It is a plausible hypothesis that not all studetts will be

equally motivated or instructed by a game (e.g. students with high or

low achievement in science may react to the game differently). Tradi-

tional techniques may prove more efficient for certain types of students.

Tha design of this study included the collection of background and

personality variables which were used to identify possible types of

persons that benefited from each treatment. The Omnibus Personality

Inventory (OPI) isolates the personality variables. Social extro-

version (SE), one of the scales on the OPI, might for example be a

characteristic of persons that benefit from the freedom of the gaming

environment. Students scoring high on the practical outlook (P0)

factor may find the game of immediate 4tility and also do better in

the gaming treatment. In this way the fifth hypothesis states that

a differential pattern can be identified that pred4sts success for the

two treatments.

The five questions investigated with black graduate students

f - ;

can be expressed as the following research hypotheses:

28
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1. The regular use of a science education game as a teaching
strategy with Students results in a measurable improvement
in their attitude toward science, as compared to students
taught with lecture-discussion techniques,

2. The use of a science education game with students will result
in a measurable difference in their general confidence in
mastery of science concepts as compared with students taught
by lecture-discussion.

). The regular use of a science education game asia teaching
strategy with students results in a measurable imarovement
in their general science achievement,as competed to students
taught with lecuture-discussion techniques.

4. The use of a science education game with students will result
in a measurable difference in their mastery of specific
science concepts (taught in the,game) as compared with
students taught with lecture-discussion techniques.

5. 'Itackgrz.und and personality variables will be differentially
useful in :?redicting success in the two treatments (games and
lecture-discussion)'.

Relation question

Although the study addressed itself to the research hypotheses

proper, it was felt that as much additional information as possible

should be gathered in order to determine peripheral effects or results.

The following was coneiderid in the course of designing the study:

Is there any measurable relationship between-attitude toward the
science learning game and tots' gams score and a student's
attitude toward science, general confidence in science, general
achievement in science, or mastery of specific concepts taught
in the game?

The study was de.signed to attempt to answer v.he above research

hypotheses and related questions concerning attitude toward science,

general confidence in science, general achievement in science, and
rJP-J

mastery of concepts taught by the gams. The study further was concerned

.4 the differential. effect of background and personality variables

in the anemia of students in the two treatments.



CHAPTER II

SgLECTION Am) PREPARATION OF THE MATARIALS

The purpose of the study was to investi3ate the effect of

playing a science education game as regular part of the instructional

strategy of a ,graduate level science educatiun course. To perform this

investigation it was first necessary to construct an adequate science

education game. This task required extensive field testing and

revision of the game prior to its use :n this study.

The second task was to locate or construct adequate measurement

instruments to assess the effect of the game. No satisfactory science

achievement teat could be located commercially that was appropriate for

elementary school teachers. A general achievement measure was thus

constructed for this study that included a sample of scientific con-

cepts frequently encountered in the teaching of elementary school

science. Incorporated to this measure was an attitude and background

questionnaire. Further, an additional measure required was one that
1-

:., ,.

assessed the mastery of specific scientific concepts taught in the
!

game. This criterion test was included to measure the specific learn-

ing effect of the game. The,Ommibus Personality Inventory (OPI) was

selected to measure personality variables that might be useful in

prediction of success for the two treatment groups. Finally, a gaming
4,Aqr,,0

questionnaire was selected to mature attitudes toward the game.

i4;)!
17
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This chapter will describe the procedures that were used to select and

construct the above'instrurents.

Description of the Text

The tint used by both the experimental and control groups was

"Elementary School Science and How to Teach It" by Bleugh and Schwartz

(1969). Thik text and its previous editions had been used for a

number of years at Florida A & M University and previous instructors

have reported satiPfactory results. The primary function of the text

was to provide the student with a review of the concepts that Are me-

fol. in teaching sc(ence in the elementary school. In the traditional

setting students first read an assignment in the text and this was

followed by a lecture-dicussion session in class. In the experimental

group the same text assignments were made, but they were followed up

in class with i game related to the materials rather than the lecture-

discussion.
.01

A

tT%.

' -i I"

The episodes were designed to review major concepts and

Development: and Description of the
Learning_Camet "Challenge"

principles covered in the textbook assignments. The experimental

group used games to replace the lecture-discussion caierage of scien-

tific content used by the traditional control group. Students of both

treatments thus were exposed to similiar topi:s, but the treatments
.

differed in instructional strategy.
r4rt,

The research on learning games does not offer a set of pro-
..-, ),,

ceduree, that when mat, insure a game is capable of effective instrua-

such a list might by necessity be too general to be
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useful. What makes a game effective for one population might be

ineffective for another.

Adair (1970) states that without a tested model for game design,

the researcher must reason through the factors that are important to

be included in a game designed for his population. The primary objec-

tive of the game constructed for this study was its relevance to actual

classroom instruction. Teachers often complain that their collegiate

work bears little relationship to actual teaching. It was felt that

this relevance would increase the student's interest in the activity

and focus more attention on the concepts under consideration.

objective of the game was to increase the student's motivation

outside reading in the areas covered in the game.

The game of "Challenge" is thus designed to allow the player

the opportunity of relating his knowledge of science to the elementary

classroom situation. A role playing design is used which gives the

A related

toward

students practice expressing scientific concepts in their own words.

Collegiate students often complain that they know the concept, but can-

not put it into words.

The game is divided into four to six episodes (depending on

the length of the chapter under consideration). An episode begins with

a classroft experience that briefly describes the activities taking

place in a hypothetical classroom. An episode required two characteris-

tics to be included in the game. First, it had to be believable or

typical of science activities'in elementary schools. Second, it had

to effectively focus attention on the scientific concept under consi-
1 t.#

deration. Associated with each episode is a student que&tton that
IWN; a (2t.f '
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might plausibly arise and which is also central to the concept under

consideration.. An example of a typical classroom experience and

student question follows:

Classroom experience: The class is working on a unit on man's
progress to the moon. One of the students brought A magazine
article which discusses the problems that astronauts will face
on the moon. One of the major problems was weighing only 1/6
as much as they do on the earth. A 180 pound astronaut would
weight only 10 pou,mi'u on the moon.

Question: The question was raised why a person's weight should
vary on the moon (from that on the earth) and if this might Aave
something to do with the moon lacking an atmosphere?

Three roles are assumed by all players rota_ion througHout

the llama. These are the roles of judge, teacher, and pupil (challenger

or acceptor).

The judge must perform three tasks to fulfill his role. first,

he must, read, at the appropriate time, the classrdom experience,

student question, and imeptable answer that appears on the episode

card. Next, he must judge answers given by students playing the role

of teacher. These answers are accepted or rejected depending on

whether they are scientifically correct and sdequatelymnswer the

question. The final function of the judge is to record All players

scores on the tame score sheet.

The rose of teacher is assumed by each participant in rotation

when he or she answers the student question that appears in the episo?c.

The teacher may bluff an anewer when she is unfamiliar with the area
. A '

under consideration. When caught in a bluff, however, the teacher

loses scoring points. This aspect of the game simulates the lemptation
-1 , ;

placed cm a real teacher when a question ii asked by a member of the
Vf;Vitilt

class that is outside the teacher's level of knowledge.
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The third role is that of pupil. This role is played by all

n:aibers of the gaming group, except the judge and teacher. When an

answer is given by the teacher the pupils must either accept or

challenge the answer. This stimulates a real student's acceptance or

reservation concerning a teacher's response to a classroom question.

The procedures or steps that follow were used for playing the

science education game:

1. The materials required for the play of the game were first
distribnted (3-6 players may play the game, with 5 being
ideal):
each player receives

. a. challenge and accept cards .

b. three wagering cards bearing 5, 15, & 25
each game group receives .

a. game score sheet
b. episode cards
c. game starting cards

2. Each player first draws one of the start cards that has bet
placed blank side up on the table. The individual drawing
the card with the highest number is designated the first jut

3. The judge for this episode first fills in the players name:,
on the game score sheet. He then opens the first episode
card and reads the classroom experience to the group.

After the classroom experience has been read, each player
. must decide how many points he or she wishes to wager on C,
episode (5, 15, or 25 points). This choice is made by
placing the appropriately numbered card far- down. The ju,gc
does not wager in an episode.

5. The judge next reads the student question. The person to t'
right of the judge is given the first opportunity to give a,
appropriate reply to the question. An appropriate reply 1
one that answers the kert1ements of the question without
any incorrect information. The player has the option of Fie
to the person on his right. If he does pass, 5 points arc b

tracted from his score for that episode. The turn contirc e

pass to the right until a player decides to play the role .
the teacher and answer the question. If none of the play
chose to answer, the judge receives 25 points added to hi
score. This is the only manner in which the judge can are
points during an episode.

HY,34.
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6. If an answer is offerred by a participant, each subsequent
player (except the judge and person answering) must decide
whethsr the enswer 1.4 appropriate for the question. Again,
Lhe relevance and accuracy of the answer is weighed. When
the decision is made the player places the challenge or
accept card face up in front of him.

7. The judge next reads the answer appearing on the episode
card aad makes the decision as to whether the answer given by
the player is adequate. An answer is judged correct if it
generally conforms to the answer on the episode card and dces
not introduce incorrect information. The decision of the judge
is not debatable by the group until the scores are recorde4e

8. The Oayer answering the question first turns over the card
that represents the number of points he had chosen to wager.
If he was correct in his answer he receives twq times that
number of points added to hie score. If he was incorrect and
challeved by another player, he receives two times the number
of points he wagered subtracted from his score. If he was
incorrect, but not challenged by another player, he receives
the number of points he wagered added to his score. This is a
reward for a successful bluff. Each of the other players turn
up their wagering and challenge or accept cards. If they are
in phase and accept a correct answer or challenge an incorrect
answer) they receive the number of points they wagered added
to their score. If they are out of the correct sequence, they
subtract the number of points wagered from their score.

9. The judge is responsible for recording all points won or lost
during the episode. When all points have been £ecorded the
person to the right of the judge becomes the new judge for
the next episode. The game continues in a like manner for 4-6
episodes. The player with the highest number of points at the
completion of the gaming session is declared the winner.

The following flow diagram in Figure 1 describes the pattern

of the game:
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The design of the game went through revision after field test-

ing in the Spring of 1969. Unnecessary complexity and ambiguity was

remowd. Episodes that did not hold the players interest were rewritten

or replaced. Oegering rules were also changed when it was discovered

that the scope of strategies was reduced by the original payoff

schedule. The original payoff
schedule did not give double points for

the person playing the role of the teacher. it also did not give

70,;,.4$1 ) .

points for a successful bluff. This revision made the game more

interesting and instructive to the players.
: 1, .

;

,. The field testing also pointed out that the judge's role must

Jr:Tql.t..v..- $1,

be more rigidly defined then first thought necessary. The criteria for

acceptiug or rejecting a
player's answer must be uniformly applied if

the game 18 to run smoothly. As stated previously, the criteria were

4,1?

giving an answer that is scientifically
accurate and one that adequately
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answers the questian. Trtining in the applicatlon of these criteria

was given in the warm-cp session. Here the instructor served as the

judge ani explained hia logic in accepting or rejecting student

answers. A few differences of opinion over judgmentudiditsppear, but

, these did not seem to interrupt the flow of the game.

Veld testLIg also called attention to same managerial modifi-

cations that were indicated. A new score sheet was constvucted when

the original proved confusing. It became necessary for the instructor

to remind gaming groups of the episode they should be considering At

that time in order to finish the game in the alloted time. The field

experience also suggested that the constitution of the groups should

be changed at regular intervals. Groups remaining together too long

often slowed down and became less productive.

The field testing of the game of "Challenge" was thus judged

vital in conducting an experimental study of this type.

Development and Descril.tion of the Background
and General Achievement Measure

The background and general achievement measure was designed to

serve three purposes. First, to collect relevant background and

attitudinal measures. Second to measure the student's current achieve-
.

meat in science content appropriate for elementary school. Finally,

to measure the student's confidence in this science content. The

general background and attitudinal measures collected were:

packaround measures
1. sex

2. high school and college grade point averages
3. ties of high school attended .

4. science and mathematics courses tel.:en
S. geographical location of student's high school
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Attitudinal measures
1. general attitudes towards science
2. grade level preferred for teaching
3. estimation of importance of science in the elementary school
4. feelings towards science laboratory
5. attitude towards high school science teachers
6. preferred strategy for teaching science
7. reaction to new innovations in the classroom

This background and attitudinal data served to help describe the

characteristics of the population used in the study. It served as the

general achievement measure for the comparison of the gaming and lecture-

discussion treatments. It further attempted to isolate variables that

might be important in the prediction of success for students in the two

treatment groups.

The general science achievement section of this measure was

divided into four parts; life sciences, physical sciences, cheMical

sciences, and earth sciences. Twenty multiple choice questions.were

selected for each area. The major concepts considered in elementary

science textbooks were listed and paired with appropriate questions.

These multiple choice questions were selected and modified from the

outline book "General Sciences" by Mould and Giffner (1959). This

selection was made prior to construction of the learning game.

11';'jf. One of the major research hypotheses defined was concerned

with changes in confidence, related to mastery of scientific concepts,

between the two treatment groups; Many terms have been used in the

literature to describe confidence (response uncertainty, subjective

certainty, subjective probability, expectation of success) but their

basic methodology is very similar. Typically, the investigator asks

students to choose between two or more stimuli and to state the con-

fidence with which he makes the choice. This type is described as

1'`
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specific confidence in this study. Definette (1965) and Shuford (1966)

have used this studen.: confidence rating as a method of discriminating

levels of partial knowledge conceraing a test item and the relationship

between these ratings and performance. Ford and Novick (1968) state

that these methods are conceptually attractive, but empirical evidence

as to their usefullness is lacking -.

This investigation used confidence in a much broader manner.

The term general confidence is used to describe a state of security or

insecurity in a defined area, like the life sciences. This general

confidence can be thought of as representing an array of specific

confidences covering the content of the aree. A group of general con-

fidences combine to form a global confidence, which is called total

general confidence in this study.

In this investigation a specific confidence measure is taken

after each test item on the achievement and criterion tests. The total

of these specific confidences is hypothesized to be an approximation

of thegeneral confidence in the area. The total of the general con-

fidence is hypothesised to be an approximation of the global confidence.

A measure was included in the achievement test to measure directly this

tgeneral confidence and also the total general confidence or global con-

fidence in an area.

._,Dritheachievement portion of the teat the student was first

asked to rata his total general confidence (global confidence) in

science content that is appropriate for the elementary school. A five

category scale was used covering the range from "I am very poorly pre-
.,

pared" to "I feel very well prepared.".. One of the four areas of science

is next,identified end its major content is listed. The student next
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rates his general confidence in the area. Ten easy to medium multiple

choice questions follow. The student also rates his specific confi-

dence on each of these items. After the first ten items, the student

again rates himself as to his general confidence inhe speC1fic area

of science currently being tested. Next appeared ten medium to nerd

questions. After the entire set of twenty questions have been completed

a general confidence measure is again administered for the area. The

other three areas of science are tested in a like manner and after the

last, a total general confidence measure (global confidence) for

general science is again taken. The following measures are examples

cf the thf:::o. types.

1. An example of total general or global confidence

Which of the following statements best describes your knowledge
of the general science content that is appropriate for
elementary school
a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of science
c. I know something about most of the areas of science
d. I have s, pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of

science
e. I feel very well prepared

. An example of general confidence

Which of the following statements beat describes your knowledge
of the areas of the life sciences that are appropriate for
elementary school
a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know little about some of the areas of science
c. I know something about nmot of the areas of science
d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of

science '

e., I feel very Well prepared

is

4dg
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3. An eXample A a specific confidence

One difference between plants and animals is that only plants
contain (a) carbon (b) oxygen (c) cellulose (d) living matter

Your confidence measure for this problem
a. I iluessed at the answer
b. I gpem a little about the question, but I em probably wrong
c. I half-way sure my answer is correct
d. I fairly sure my answer is correct
0. I am sure my answerte correct

The test requires approximately three quarters of an hour for

administratiod. The responses to the measure are recorded on a specie]

answer sheet. KR20 reliability measures for the control group (sample

of 37) were .83 with a mean of 46.6 on the pretest and .85 with a mean

of 49.1 on the posttest. The experimental group (sample of 39) had

KR20 reliabilities of .79 with a mean of 45.9 on the pretest and .83

with a mean of 57.7 on the posttest.

Development and Description of
the Criterion Measure

In addition to the general achievement test a measure was

desired that would appraise the student's mastery of the concepts

taught by the gaming episodes. To fullfill this requirement a measure

consisting of 72 multiple choice questions was constructed. Each of

ithese.questions was directly related to one of the 72 concepts taught

in the gaming sequence. Again, a 5-step specific confidence scale

was administered-after each question. The criterion measure averaged
.

three quarters of an hour for administration. KR20 reliability measures

for 'the control group (sample of 37) were .76 on the pretest and .84

on the post test. The experimental group (sample 39) 11"4 KR20

reliabilities of .68 on the pretest and .77 on the posttest.
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Description of the Omnibus Personality
Inventory (OPT)- Form Fy

-, The Omnibus Personality Inventory was included in the testing

program to estimate personality variables that might be related to

performance on the achievement and criterion measures. The test con-

tained 390 items and required about three quarters of an hour for ad-

ministration; The measure identified the following categories:

1. thinking introversion (TI)
2. theoretical orientation (TO)
3. estheticism (ES)
4. complexity (CO)
5. autonomy (AU) '-
6. religious orientation (RO)
7.= social extroversion (SE)
8. impulsive expression (IE)
9. personal integration (PI)
10. anxiety level (AL)
11. altruism (AM) ;-0-,

12. practical outlook (P0)
13. masculinity-femininity (MF)
14. response bias (RB)

The Omnibus Personality Inventory (OPT) ..:as revised over a

period of ten years to serve as one of the prime instruments for

research on college students. This new personality inventory was

developed under the auspices of the Center for Research and Development

in Higher Education at Berkeley, California. The instrument was de-
! ,: :*; "

'taped to provide a set of psychological dimensions which are eaJecially
, , ."

relevant to describing and understanding important aspects of students'
r,)r

syE..
,

/lives and behavior in an academic context. Heist (1968) describes the

'assessment approach used on the inventory in the following discussion:

The chief approach to assessment in an inventory of this type is
based on the assumptions that all or most persons in a particular
society or culture acquire or develop a number of psychological
characteristics in common, but that the diversity of genetic
contributors and environmental experiences lead to great variation
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in the development of these characteristics. Since this is the

case, it is also assumed that scales (measuring devices) can be

constructed, with satisfactory validity, to tap the different

degrees to which a characteristic exists. The meawfred characte-

ristics, sometimes referred to as personality dimensions, are repre-
sented in ways or styles of thinking, in general orientations to
things, events or persons in the, environment, in feelings or
emotional expressions, and in perceptions about oneself (1:68,

pp. 218-219).

These personality dimensions are verbally expressed in the form

of opinions, preferences, interests, and attitudinal statements to which

the student is asked to respond, indicating whether the statement

describes himself or not. A scale is composed of a collection of these

true and false responses in the same area. The number of statements

in the selected direction serves as a measure of the intensity to which

the characteristic exists in comparison with the average score obtained

on a large, representative sample of students. These scale scores

thus represent a relative and not an absolute measurement.

The OPI-Fy measure has been available commercially for a

little over one year and a half. Investigations using the OPI scales

--t

are beginning to appear in the literature. The designers of this

instrument were keenly interested in the assessment of Creativity and

many of these scalc 3 have been related to this factor.
io

.
Nedsker (1967) used the OPI scales in a study of dropouts from

college programs. MA ccmbined the scales of the OPI into a scale
j

called "Intellectual disposition of the student." High scores are

obtained, according to the investigator, by those students inclined

towards abstract, reflective thinking, intellectual inquiry, and

artistic experience. Be found attenders of college to score higher on

this combined scale than college dropouts.
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In a study at MIT, Snyder (1968) attempted to determine the

relationship between creativity and the tendency to drop out of

college.' He used three scales; thinking introversion, complexity, and

implusive expression, as indicators of creativity. He found that

students who scored high on the three scales of the OPI were more likely

to leave MIT, than were students who scored low on these scales.

Treant and Medsker (1967) reported a multi-faceted longitudinal

study of 1Q,000 high school graduates who were attenders and non-

attenders of college. The CFI was admi-listered to isolate personality

factors that might differentiate the groups. He found significant

differences between the groups for both men and women on the OPI

scales vhich measu7:ed inclination towards reflection, abstract thinking,

independence, and flexibility (the thinking introversion, non-authori-

tarianism, and social maturity scaes of the OPI). There were no

significant differences between groups in the measured extent of their

intellectual curiosity or tolerance for ambiguity (the complexity scale

of the OPI).

A longitudinal study is also reported by Korn (1968) which used

an early form of the OPI to chart differences in personality factors

of Stanford and Berkeley students from their freshmen to senior years.

Korn used six scales of the OPI (Social Maturity (SM), Impulse

Expression (1E), Schizoid Functioning (SF), Masculinity-Femininity (MF),

Estheticism (ES), and Developmental Status (DS) to measure this

possible change. He reported that there was a consistent pattern of

change among both Stanford and Berkeley students over the four under-
,

graduate years, The significant differences found were said to reflect

6,1
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a movement toward greater openmindedness and tolerance, a rejection

of a restrictive view of life, and a humanization of conscience.

Maier (1969) used the OPI as a predictor variable to differen-

tiate performance between two treatment groups. The experimental

group was a Computer Assisted Instruction/media course with an added

discussion group.' The control was the same course taught by the

traditional lecture method. _The OPI scales of Religious Orientation

(R0), Masculinity-Femininity NFL Altruism (AL), Response Biase (RB),

Theoretical Orientation (TO), and Impulse Expression (IE) were used as

predictors of final examination score for the course. This study de-
.

monstrated that the OPI scales can be predictors of success for

academic achievement.

Form F is the latest version of the OPI. Earlier forms are

reported in Buros (1965). Validity and reliability data for Form F,

however, are only available through the publisher (Center for Study of

Higher Education, Berkeley, California). The range of reported

reliabilities for the 14.scales using KR21 calculations on a normative

sample of 7,283 students is from .67 up to .89 with a mean of .81.

Test-retest reliability estimates are also reported with considerably

smaller numbers of college men and women (67 men and 71 women); these

estimates range from .84 to .95, with a mean of .89.

Validity of the 01,1 is reported in terms )f overall correlation
. %.

-,between OPI scales (14.125, p4:401) and sellf.r on the Allport-

Vernon-Lindsey Study of Values. Other validity at, dies include OPI

correlations with the California Psychological In ,nLe.ry, (N-97 college

women, 0;41), and the Minnesota Multip.ssic Personality

tnventory (X-72 college students, r-.30, p4(.01). Ho reliability or

45-i
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validity measures are available for black college students. A brief

description o4 the scales may be found in the appendix.

DeveloRment and Description of the Gamin% Questionnaire
(Student Attitude Toward Instructional Games)

This questionnaire, developed at the Florida State University

Computer-Assisted Instrection Center, was a pilot instrument. The

measure atteMpted to determine the student's attitude toward various

aspects of the teaching game. The 70-question form took an average of

15 minutes to administer. The design of the test was to first present

a statement about teaching games. The student represents his agreeMent

or disagreement with the statement by circling one of the five levels

on the scale. Adair (1970) reports 4 KR20 reliability of .95 (N-58)

for this questionnaire. The entire questionnaire may be found in the

appendix.

The use of these materials and details of the experimental

part of this study are given'in Chapter III.



CHAPTER III

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Interpretation of Variables

The primary independent variables used in this study are

treatment groups (lecture- aiscussion and gaming). Pretest or entry

variables of attitude towards science, confidence in science, general

science achievement and masttry of specific science concepts were used

as dependent variables to compare the groups to determine whether

analysis of covariance would be required to make accurate group com-

parisons. These same variables were collected again in the posttest

to be used in a series of two-factor analysis of variance designs with

repeated measures on one factor. These designs were used to test the

level of significance of differences in the dependent variables found

between the two treatment groups (independent variables).

The remainder of the variables collected in this study may be

generally classified as predictor variables. These include background

variubles, attitude variables, personality inventory scores, question-

naire responses, and total game scores. These measures were collected

for the construction of prediction equations using step-wise multiple

regression techniques. Ideally these equations would separate indivi-

duals into two groups, those that profit from lecture-discussion

techniTlea and those that benefirlrom the gaming approach.
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Setting, of the Experiment

The study was conducted at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical

University. It is a state supported institution located in Tallahassee,

the capita city, where it has been for most of its eighty-two year

history.

The institution became a hi-racial institution at the passage

of the Civil Rights Act. Its student population of approximately 4,000'

is 99% non-white. However, the faculty of 250 is composed of approxi-
.

mately C5% non-whites.

Historical data in the offices of PlaCement and Alumni Affairs

reveal that more than 50% of the teachers in the prcdominatly Negro

schools in Florida received their preparation at this institution.

2 ?ovulation of the Study

The population of subjeCte participating in the study consisted

of 78 teachers enrolled in two graduate .level science education courses. r.

They ranged in age from 22 through 58 years (mean of 35 and 80 of 11)

and consisted of approximately 20% men, end 80%women. These returning,

teachers taught at all levels from kindergartea.thrmh IFtfax.high

school. ,! Approximately half of these students were prollsg-in masteiv

.degree programs and the remainder were accumulating hours for certiii-.

cation, 'V

The Graduate Academic Advisement Office of Florida A;41 K Waver.

sity reports a wide variance in\achievement among these etudents.

have verbal and compunicative difficulties that limit, their achievement.

At th...!_lopar and of the spectrum there are several students in every

class that could achieve more rapidly than many of their clasamembers.

*U.
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The Experimental Design

The test, game, background and general achievement measure,

criterion measure, Omnibus Personality Inventory Form Fy, and gaming

questionnaire used in the study and described in Chapter II will be

designated in '..he remainder of this paper by the identifying letters

as follows:

TEXT (T): The text used by both the experimental and control
groups was "Elementary School Science and How to Teach It" by

Blough and Schwartz.

GAME (0): The game of "Challenge" was developed to be used as

the experimental treatment. Its use with the experimental group

will be described in further detail later.

BACKGROUND AND GENERAL ACHIEVEMENT MEASURE (A): This measure

was designed to serve three purposes. First, to collect relevant

. background and attitudinal measures. Second, to measure the

student's current achievement in science content appropriate for

the elementary school. Finally to measure the student's confi-

dence in Chis science content. This measure was given to both

treatment groups.

'CRITERION MEASURE (C): This measure was designed to appraise the
studenel mastery of the 72 concepts taught by the gaming episodes,
This measure was given to both treatment groups.

OMNIBUS PERSONALITY INVENTORY FORM Fy (OPI): The OPT was included

in the testing program of both treatment groups to estimate per-
sonality variables that might be related to performance on the

achievement and criterion measures.

GAMING QUESTIONNAIRE (Q): This measure, called the Student
Attitude Toward Instructional Games, was included to determine
the student's attitude toward various aspects of the teaching

game. This measure was given only to the experimental treatment.

The "Nonequivalent Control Group Design" as described by

Cambell and Stanley (1966) was used to investigate the research

hypotheses. These authors report that this design is common in educa-

tional research where "naturally assembled collectives such as class-

rooms (1966, p. 47)" Are conveniently available and more practical for

4,*
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use in student assignment than strictly random means. Control is said

to be maintained over all extraneous variables related to both internal

and external validity with the gusibli exception of regression, inter-

action of testing and treatment, interaction of selection and treatment,

and reactive arrangements. However, it is felt that the design of this

study has provided effective controls over these variables.

The treatment period for this study was eight weeks, the length

of the Summer quarter at Florida A & M University. Pre-treatment data

were gathered during the first week of the quarter for both groups,

Data were gathered also after the eight-week period of instruction had

terminated. Pre- and post-treatment measures required two one hour

class sessions for completion by both groups. These were administered
r

during the second and third class period and again during the final

examination period.

The sequence of data gathering can be seen by examining Figure 2.

Pre-treatment
Experimental , General
Group measure (A)

Criterion
measure (C)
Personality
Inventory (OPI)

Treatment Period
One 8-week Quarter
Thirteen teaching
games administered,
taking 15 hours of
class time

Yost-treatment
General
Measure (A)
Criterion
Measure (C)
Gaming
Questionnaire (Q)

Control Group General
measure (A)
Criterion
measure (C)
Personality
Inventory (OPI)

Fifteen hours of
class time used
for lecture-
discussion

General measure
(A)

Criterion
Measure (C)

Fig. 2. -- Sequence of events in the experiment.

50
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Treatment Croup Procedure

The students assigned themselves tc one of two classes depend-

ing on the class section they chose. Both were morning classes on a

Monday, Wednesday and Friday schedule. Tne students were not informed

as to the instructors for the two classes or that there would be a

difference of treatment between classes. The only selection factor

that appeared to be significant was the time of day the class met and

how it fit into the student's schedule. The assignment of instructor

to classes was also conducted in an arbitrary manner to conform to

his other class assignments. The method of selection of students and

instructors and the sire of the classes (39 and 37) were expected to

control the limitations that may be present in this type of experimental

design. This assumption was tested by comparing means and variance on

pretest measures for the two groups. The results of these comparisons

may be found in Chapter IV.

The instructors teaching the two groups decided that one half

of the quarter would be devoted to the review of science content. This

half of a quarter reduced to 15 hours of classroom instruction.

Parallel weekly assignments were planned to insure that both groups

considered the same chapter at nearly identical times. Both groups

were informed that approxiistely half of their final grade would be

determined by their mastery of the science content covered in the course.

The control group used a traditional lecture-discussion

approach. The instructor had taught the course approximately two times

a year for the last five years. This investigator visited the control

group five times during the lecture-discussion sessions and the

51 ci.
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instructor's strategy was to quickly review major concepts of the

assigned chapter and then ask leading questions of the class. These

questions usually stimulated class discussion that filled the remainder

of the class period. The atoosphere of the class appeared to be calm

and relaxed during this investigator's visits. A good relationship

seemed to be present between members of the class themselves and toward

their instructor. The control class thus appeared to represent a good

example of the lecture-discussion treatment.

The experimental group used a learning game in place of the

traditional lecture-discussion. A warm -up period was scheduled that

introduced the procedures and strategy of the gave and provided sample

gaming episodes. This was judged important to insure that early games

were not less instructive due to confusion over gaming procedures.

Directions for the game may be found in the appendix.

When the first regular game was administered the class reported

they felt at ease with the technique (informal discussions with group

members were the basis of this jagnent). Thirteen separate gaming

sessions were conducted that required an average of one hour each.

Groups finishing early used the remaining time to discuss the concepts

taught in the game. This investigator's observation of the gaming

sessions and his incidental discussions with students suggested that

the games were, in general, well received by the class and were.a

source of motivation for the course. The results of the gaming

questionnaire reported in Chapter IV will further evaluate the class

acceptance of the gams.

5g-,
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The instructor of the experimental group was the investigator

of this study. He had taught the course one time before, using the

lecture-discussion technique. The instructor was available to answer

procedural questions, but did not become involved with discussions of

the concepts taught in the games. This was thought to be important

in keeping the two treatments as pure as possible.

5
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The results of the analyses performed are presented in this

chapter under four headings. First, the two treatment groups are

compared using five premeasures (science achievement, criterion score,

attitude toward science, total general confidence in science, and total

specific confidence in science). t tests were computed to measure

possible differences between groups on these pre-experimental measures.

Second, experimental results are reported which measure the

.
comparative effectiveness ofthe experimental and control treatments

(gaming and lecture-discussion). This section includes five analyses

of variance comparisons.

The third section presents the results of using premeasures of

background, attitude, and personality in predicting the five dependent

variables of major interest in this study (science achievement,

criterion score, attitude toward science, total general confidence in

science, and total specific confidence in science). Five sets of step-

wise multiple regression analyses are used for this purpose.

Section four is concerned with the experimental group's

attitude toward the game and their total game score. Correlations

between these variables and. the five dependent variables mentioned

above were performed. Next, the premeasures used above were included

in two stepwise multiple regression analyses to predict the dependent

variables of attitude toward the game and total game score.

41
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Comparison of Treatment Groups

To avoid spurious interpretations, a comparison between

treatment groups was performed using five premeasures (science achieve-

ment, criterion score, attitude toward science, total general confidence

in science, and total specific confidence in science). To perform these

analyses, and other analyses in this study, two students were randomly

deleted from the experimental group in order to make both treatment

groups of equal size (N=37 for each group). The results of the analyses

discussed above appear in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Mean difference analysis: control vs. experimental on

premeasures of achievement in science, criterion score, attitude

toward science, general confidence in science, and specific
specific confidence in science

Measure Experimental Group
Mean S.R. Mean

Control Group
S.E. t

Achievement 45.97 1.47 46.29 1.54 .21, N.S.

Criterion score 27.15 .84 26.18 .97 .76, N.S.

Attitude 4.00 , .13 3.73 .15 1.40, N.S.

General Confidence 9.32 .37 9.95 .43 1.10, N.S.

Specific Confidence 247.93 7.87 , 259.77 7.41 1.09, N.S.

Note: 72 degrees of freedom were used in all t tests.

The five t tests performed above indicate that for the five

dependent variables, considered major dependent variables in this study,

the two groups did not differ significantly it the beginning of the

Se.
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experiment: The use of the analysis of variance design to compare pre

and post measures of these dependent variables was thus judged appro-
.

priate.

Comparative Evaluation

Comparisons between the experimental gaming group and the

control lecture - discussion group were made in five analysis of

variance designs (using a repeated measure design): (1) the two groups

were compared with the score on four subteats of the achievement test

as the dependent variable, (2) a comparison between groups was made

using the two subtest scores (life and physical science) on the criterion

test as the dependent variable, (3) the two groups were compared with a

one item attitude toward science measure as the dependent variable,

(4) the two groups were compared using four scores on the general con-

fidence measure (confidence in the life, physical, chemical, and earth

sciences) as the dependent variable, 5) the two groups were compared

using the four scores on a specific confidence in science measure

(confidence on the life, physical, chemical, and earth science subtests)

as the dependent measure. The results of these analyses are reported

in Table 2 through 6.

Table 2 shows a significant main effect for groups, pretest-

posttest administration, and fee-apbtests. The interaction between

groups and pretest-posttest administration is also significant. The

means of the pretests were compared previously (Table 1) and found to

not differ significantly. The posttest means (49.12 for the control

and 57.98 for the experimental croup) mould indicate that the signifi-

cant F's found are a result of a significant difference in posttest
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TABLE 2. Analysis of variance: control vs. experimental on general
achievement segmented by four subtests

Source of variance df SS MS F Probability

Groups (G) 1 .164.43 164.43 5.27 .05

Subjects (J(G)) 72 2242.84 31.1.5

Error

Pretest- Poatteat (P) 1 496.22 496 :22. 73.06 .01

G X P 1 181.73- 181.73 26.72 .01

J X P (G) 72 486.80 6.73

Error

Subteata (S) 485.39 80.90 17.21 .01

-,
G X S 6 66.38 -. 11.06 2.34

J X S (GP) 432 ' 2039.23 4.72

Means:

General

Experimental
Pretest Posttest

Control
Pretest Posttest

Achievement 45.95 57.98 46.29 ,49.12

Achievement
Life sciences- 13.71 15.39 12.46 12.89

Achievement '-'-'''' ''' ,

Physical sciences 10.63 14.03 11.18 12.28

'Achievement
Chemical sciences '

12.00 14.33 12.24 12.64

.

Achievement -- 14

Earth sciences 9.63 14.23 10.41 . 11.31

ts

achievement between the groups, with the experimental group being

superior. The prim:built scores for the experimental and control

. groups showed a superior performance on the life and chemical sciences.

57ri'
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The two groups did, however, tend to equalize these differences on the

posttest, with the life sciences score still being higher. The sum of

the four subtests is equal to the general achievement score.

Table 3 shows a significant main effect for groups and also

a significant interaction hetween groups and pretest-posttest adminis-

tration. The means of the pretests were compared previously and found

TABLE 3. Analysis of variance: control vs. experimental on criterion
measure segmented by two subtests

Source of variance df SS -MS P Probability

Groups (G) 1 1144.34 1144.34 41.61 .01

Subjects (J(G)) 72 1980.78 27.51
Error

Pretest-postcest (P) 1 1552.99 1552.99 177.68 .01

G X P 1 878.72 878.72 100.54 .01

J X P(G) 72 629.30 8.74
Error

Subtexts (S) 2 12.59 6.10 .94

G X S 2 41.95 20.97 3.11

J X S (GP) 144 970.46 6.74
Error

Means: Axperimental Control

Pretest 27.15 26.18

Posttest 43.24 28.45

Pretest Life sciences 13.02 13.51

Posttest Life sciences 21.67 14.72

Pretest Physical sciences 14.13 12.67

Posttest Physical sciences 21.57 13.13

58
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not to differ sirpificantly. The posttest means (28.45 for the control

and 43.24 for the experimental group) would indicate that the signifi-

cant F's found are a result of a significant difference in posttest

scores between groups, with the experimental group being superior. No

significant differences were oetected between subtests.

Table 4 shows a significant main effect for groups and a

significant interaction between groups and pretest-posttest adminis-

tration. The means. of the pretests were compared previously and found

not to differ significantly. The posttest means (3.54 for the control

and 4.46 for the experimental group) would indicate that the significant

F's found are a result of a significant difference in posttest measures

of attitude toward science, with the experimental group. being superior.

TABLE 4. Analysis of variance: control vs.'experimehtal on one item
attitude toward science measure

Source of variance df SS MS F Probability

Groups (G) 1 13.08 13.08 11.47 .0j

Subjects (.1(G) 72 82.24 1.14
Error

Pretest-Posttest (P) 1 .68 .68 3.61

G X ?

,J

1 3.89 3.89 20.81 .01

X P (G) 72 13,43 .19
Error ,

Means: Experimental control

Pretest 4.00 3.73

Posttest 4.46 3.5411
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It is interesting to note that the experimental group increased .43

points from pretest to posttest, while the control decreased .19 points

over the same time period. The experimental group thus displayed e

more positive attitude toward science at the end of the course than at

the beginning, while the reverse was true of the control group.

Table 5 shows a significant main effect for pretest-posttest

administration and aubtests. A significant interaction is also reported

between groups and protest-posttest administration. The means were

compared previously (Table 1) and found not to differ significantly.

The posttest means (10.94 for the control and 12.55 for the experimental

group) would indicate that the significant F's found are a result of

superior posttest scorei recorded by the experimental group. A t test

was performed between the posttest means (experimental and control)

and a significant difference was detected. A significant difference

between subtests was also detected in this analysis. The life science

measure was highest on the pretest for both the experimental and

control groups. The chemical science measure was the 'owes:: on the

pretests of the two groups. These differences appeared to be reduced

on tlld posttest. t test comparisons revealed that the control's pretest

in life and chemical sciences and the experimental group's pretest in

the chemical sciences were significantly different from the other

sources in the column.

The analysis of variance for specific confidence (Table 6)

revealed significant main effects for groups, pretest- posttest adminis-

tration and subtests. A significant interaction is also present be-

tween group.' and pretest-posttest administration. The means were

.610
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TABLE 5. Analysts of variance: control vs. experimental on total

general confidence in science segmented by four subtests

10111.0.wilIIEINWINMre,

Source of variance df SS MS F Probability

Groups (G) 1 2.44 2.44 .74

Subjects (J (0)) 72 236.51 3.29

Error

Pretest-Posttest (P) l 37.00 37.00 62.29 .0'

0 X P 1 12.49 12.49 20.47 .01

3 X P (G) 72 43.76 .61

Error

Subtexts (S) 6 19.54 3.26 10.16 .01

G X S 6 1.53 .25 .78

J X S (GP) 432 .32

Error

.135.43

Means, Experimental Control

General Confidence

Pretest Posttest Pretest Pesttett

Total 9.32 12.55 9.95 10.94

Genera/ Confidence
Life Sciencet 2,56 3.16 2.88 2.94

General Confidence
Physical sciences 2.36 3.06 2.2 2.61

General Confidence
Chemical sciences 1.97 3.11 2.13 2.61,

General Confidence
Perth eciencle 2.44 3.22 2.52 2.7811.....-...

61
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TABLE 6. Analysis of variance: control vs. experimental on total

specific confidence in science segmerted by four subtests of the

achievement test

Source of variance df

Groups (0)

Subjects (3 (0)
Error

72

Pretost-posttest (P) 1

G X P 1

X P (G) 72

Error

Subtest3 (S) 6

G X S 6

3 X S (GP) 432

-.--
SS MS

5644.57 5644.57

33444.89 742.29

18306.19 18306.19

5388.17 5388.17

9296.64 129.12

4116.86 686.14

672.75 112.13

35817.39 82.91

P Probability

7.60 .01

41.73 .01

41.77 .01

8.16 .01

1.35

Means: Experimental Control

Specific Confidence

pretest Postest Pretest Posttest

Total 247.93 337.23 259.77 280.26

Specific Confidence
Life sciences 70.31 83.14 68.88 74.06

Specific Confidence
Physical sciences 63.28 81.42 61.06 66.06

Specific Confidence
Chemical sciences 62.81 80.67 64.61 70.00

Specific Confidence
Earth sciences 61.53 82.00 65.22 70.14

62 1.0
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compared (Table 1) previously and were found not to differ'signifi-

cantly. The posttest means (280.26 for the control and 337.23 for the

experimental group) would indicate that the significant F's found are

1 result of a significant difference in posttest measures of total

specific confidence.in science, with the experimental group performing

in a superior manner. t tests indicsted that the significant difference

found between subtests were a result of differences All this experimental

and Control group's protest and posttest specific confidence measures

in the life sciences and the control's pretest and postteat measures

of the physical sciences.

The Relationship_Ectwoen Predictor Variables
and Five Treatment Effects

This section presents the results of using pretreatment

measures of background, attitude, end personality ih predicting the

control and experimental group's post achievement-in science, post

criterion score, post attitude toward science measure, post total

general confidence in science, and post total specific confidence in

science. The treatment groups were divided into high and by perfor-

mers by their score on the pretest measure of achievement in science.

The high group represented the top 50% of the scores and the low the

remainder. This procedure WAS performed to detect differential

treatment effects for there two classifications. Table 7 displays 0:a

pretest and posttest means for the four classificaticna (low and high

experimental and low and high control) on the seven primary dependent

variables considered in this study. Five sets of stepwise multiple

regression analyses were used to make these predictions. Each set
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TABLE 7. Means and standard deviations; experimental and control

groups on seven dependent variables

Experimental
low

Experimental
high

Control
loy

Control
high

?re-achievement 38.94 52.94 39.05 53.94

(5.87)* (5.25) (6.34) (4.71)

Post-achievement 56.72 59.44 41.74 57.70

(5.56) (6.58) (1.61) (5.34)

Pre-attitude 3.94 4.11 3.50 4.11

(.87) (.68) (.76) (.76)

Post-attitude 4.44 4.50 3.50 3.72

(.62) (.52) (.92) (.75)

Pre-criterion 25.50 28.22 23.72 29.17

(5.82) (3.83) (5.29) (5.50)

Post-criterion 43.88 44.33 26.39 31.00

(6.99) (3.96) (4.51) (6.04)

Pre Gen. confid. 8.78 9.72 9.50 10.67

(2.37) (2.30) (2.18) (2.68)

Post Gen. confid. 11.28 13.28 10.39 11.44

(3.23) (3.30) (2.72) (2.79)

Pre Spec. confid. 231.28 281.61 264.28 256.48

(40.40) (43.23) (37.21) (50.10)

Post Spec. confid. 316.17 339.28 292.44 264.17

(42.15) (26.44) (35.20) (36.88)

Attitude toward the 280.00 285.00

Game (20.06) (32.40)

Total game score 1117.00 1208.00

(354.00) (433.00)

*Denotes standard deviation
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contairs four regression analyses. The predictor variables listed

below were used in all five sets of analysest

1. sex
2. college grade Point average
3. pre-attitude toward science
4. sire of high school
5. high school earth science (yea -no)
6.- .prefer m& elementary teaching level
7. number of college science courses
8. attitude toward Computer-Assisted Instruction
9. pre general contidc.nce in science
10. OPI Thinking Introversion (TI)
11. OPI Complexity (CO)
12. OPI Social Extroversion (SE)
13. OPI Social Extroversion (SE)
14. OPI Theoretical Orientation (TO)
15. OPIIKasculinity-Femininity (ff)

Table 8 through Table 27 below lescribe the results of the

five sets of stepwise multiple regression analyses perforwed. In each

of these tables the first six predictor variables to be extracted

mere listed. This procedure was established for two reasons. First,

to insure &uniform comparison betlAen tables. Second, because practi-

cal application of the regression eqvaLiono in the instructional setting

would dictate that only a few highly predictive variables be used. Of

as OK variables listed, only those that increased the variance

Sity14111 (R2) by 5% and have signiMant F's wilt be considered in the

Aioceasion and summary tables (Table 28 and Table 29).

Tables 8 through 11 show the independent variable's cooralatica

with the dependent variable (post achievement score) as well as the
Of

variance estimates (R2) for each of'the variables extracted. For the

ormarimentaf high and low grcAps, multiple R2 (adjusted for small NO

after extracting six variable. was .46 and .72 respectively. For the

high and low control groups, the adjusted multiple R2 after extracting

six variables was .53 and .79 respeotivety.

65
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TABLE 8. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: low

experimental post achievement,.
Pearson r R2

OPI Complexity (CO) .75 .57*

Pre-attitude toward science al .65*

OPI Social Extroversion (SE) -.27 ,71*

Preforrad ele. teaching leme1 .20 .75

Sire of high school .12 .77

OPI Practical Outlook (PO) -.22 .80

(.72)**

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted for sample size

TABLE 9. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: high
experimental post achievement

Pearson r R2

OPI Thinking Introversion (TI) .50 .25*

OPI Masculinity-Femininity (HF) .32 ..35*

College grade point average .27 .16*

OPI Compiexiy (CO) .20 .50*

Number of coflcge science courses

Preferred ale. teaching level

-.07

-.07

I , ..56

.62

(.46)**

JIMIIII1INVw HINOPII1111.11.4111,

*Accimutilir 5% or more of the variance satin:A. (0)

**R2 adjusted for sample SIN
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TA3LX 10. Stepwise multiple regression MIAOce elltiMitelti low

control post achievement

OM. I IIMEM6

Pearson r R2

1.0

Olil Practical Outlook (P0) ...77 .60*

Pre general confidence -.69 .69*

'High school earth science (yes-no)

latitude toward Computer Assisted

.00 . .76*
. . .

Nnstruction -.10 .80

Sim of high school -.37 .83

OPT Wasculinity-Peminity (MF) . .01 .85
(.79)**

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted for sample miss

TAILS 11. Stepwise multiple regresiion variance estimates: high
control post achievement

..mftm

Pearson r

.1111111IN

K2

OTT Practical Outlook (P0)' - -.46 .22*

On Theoretical Orientation (TO) ,43 .32*

limber of college science courses .31 :
45*

Pve general confidence in science .23 .50*

High school earth science (yes-no) . .16 .58

:College grade point average -.13 .67
(.53)**

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**RA adjusted for awls sine
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Variance estimates for the experimental high and low groups

(for general achievement) both included a positive correlation with

the Complenity (CO) scale of the OM. The scale description indicates

that high scorers on this scale are enerally fond of novel situations

and ideas (as might be found in a game). The first predictor extracted

among the high and low of the control groups was a aegative correlation

on the Practical Outlook (PO) scale of the OPI. The scale, description

states that high scorer.; usually have nonintellectual interests. The

UPI scale of Social P.xtrovertiem (SE) was a predictor, for the low

experimehtal group, that use negatively correlated with post achieve-

ment. This might indicate that extroverts in the low experimental

group have a tendency to uee the game as a source of social satisfaction,

without enteriug into the intellectual aspects of the gams.

Tables 12 through 15 show the independent variables' correlatior

with the dependent variable (post attitude toward science score) as

well as the variance estimates.(R2) for each of the variables extracted.

For the experimental high and low groups, multiple R2 (adjusted for

small 2) after extracting sixwriobles was .41 and .45 respectively.

Yor the high and low control groups, the. adjusted multiple R2 after

extracting six variables VAS .89'and .84 respectively.

Mil pattern of variables predicting post attitude toward science

indicates that pre - attitude is the peNA predictor, except for the

f

high control group. Here, Cie stueent's prJerred
O

elementary teaching

level was the prises predictor (a high !.ncercorrelation with the other

variables prwvented it from being extracted early). Sex is negatively

correlated with post attitude in all four analyses. Males appear to

hew a more positive post attitude toward science than do the females.

6 8'
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TABLE 12. Stepwise multiple regression Variance estimates: low
experimental post attitude

Pearson r R2

Pre-attitude toward science .59

Number of ccillege science courses -.21 '.48*

OPI Theoretical Orientation (TO) .35. .52

I.
Sex -.23 .56

Preferred ale, teaching level -.16 .59

College grade point average .15 .61

(.45)**

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted fo: sample size

TABLE13.Rtepwise multiple regression variance estimates: high
experimental,post attitude

Pearson r B2

Pre-attitude toward science .51 - .26*

Sex -.26 .36*

Preferred els. teaching level 44*

Attitude toward Computer Assisted i f

Instruction. -.24 .47

OPI Thinking Introversion (TI) p.13 .52

OP/ Complexity (CO) :.13 " .58

: (.41)** 2.

47: ,

*Accounting 5% or,more of the vertu*. estimate (R2)

z .g
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TABLE 14. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: low

control poet attitude

Pearson r R2

Pre-attitude toward science .85 .

.72*

,

Sex .41 .80*

. Preferred els. teaching.level .12
.

.84

Attitude toward Computer Assisted

Instruction -.24 .86

OPI Thinking Introversion -.15 .88

OPI Practical Outlook -.18 .89

(.84)**

^owomra..40

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted for sample size

TABLE 15. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: high

control post attitude

Pearson r
AMMIMENIOM° Alli

Preferred els. teaching level . .67 .4C*

OPI Theoretical Orientation (TO) -.31 .78*

Sex -.37 .84*

OPI Social Extroversion (81) -.24 .91*

College grade point average ,.15 .91

Number of cbllege science courses .35 .92
Of

(.89)**

111711MOIr

ftcsouattue 5% or more of the cattalos estimate (g2)

*

Z. adjusted for .sesple sive .

7d

r
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A negative correlation was also recorded for the number of college

science courses predictor in the low experimental group. The

individuals that had taken more college science courses had It lower

post attitude toward science.

Tables 16 thtvigh 19 show the ineepend4nt variables' correla-

tion with .the dependent 'variable (post criterion score) as well as

the variance estimates (R2) for each of the variables extracted. For

the experimental high and low groups, multiple R2 (adjusted for small

N) after extracting six variables was .77 and .69 respectively. For

the high'and low control groups, the adjusted multiple R2 after

.extractir4 six variables was .72 and .49 respectively. The GPI scale

of Social Extroversion (SE) was negatively correlated with post

criterion scores on all four analyses. The finding was similiar to

the results found in post general athieveMent. The OPI Complexity (CO)

scale was also a prime predictor for both high and low experimental

groups'. Sex vas negatively correlaim4 with poet criterion SCOTS with

both of the experimental poops, but did not appear in either.of, the

control groups,

71'
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TABLE lo. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: low

experimental post criterion

=1111110/11MWl
Pearson r R2

Pre-ettitude'toward scienua .52

110

.27*

Sex -.47 .38*

OPI Complexity (CO) .25 .48*

Pre general confidence .12 .66*

Size of high' school .40 .74*

NZ Theoretical Orientation (TO) .09 .78

(.69)**

*Accounting 57 or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted for sample size

TABLE 17. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: high
experiments' post criterion .

. Pearson r R2

OPI Complexity (CO) .41

.10.=,

.17*

OPI Social RIctroversion (811) -.30 .32*

High school earth mammas (yes-
no) :-.25 .57*

Sex -.09 .71*

Size of high school all .79*

Pre-attitude. toward science .07 .84*
(.77)**

1.1111

*hoematias 5x, or more of the

...,0422.adjustod for sample sine

72 V

Limas estimate (0)

011111,111101.



TABLE 18. Stepwise multiple 4-egression variance estimaten: low
control post eriteriun-..

Paarson r

Pre general confidence -.57 .32*

High school earth science
(yes-no)

. -.48, .46*

OPI Theoretical Orientation
(TO) .22 .52*

DPI Social Extroversion (SE) .18 .56

. College grade point average .05 .60

OPI Wasculinity-Paminidity (MF) . .05 : .64

(.49)**

*AcCounting ot,more of the variance estimate (R2)

**A2 ;adjusted for sample site

TABLE 19. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: high
control poet criterion

Pearson r R2

Pre-ittitud4 towers: science -.59 , .35*

.

CPI Social Extroversion (SE) . -.53 , .50*

College grads point average .60*..10
.

OPI Thinking Introversion (TI)

tit1;:4141::: e777

Assisted

i .25

:.36 ,

.68*

.73*

OPT Prmtital Outlook .11 .., .80

(.72)**

alommowerimmi.in.mor

*Moog:sting 5% or L,TO of the' variance estkmatkt (L2)

**12 adjusted for sample Klee
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Tables 20 through 23 show the independent variables' correlation

with the dependent variable (post gine:alconfidence in scierce) as

well as the-variance estimates (R
2).for each of the variables extracted.

For the experimental high and low groups, multiple R2 (adjusted for

small N) after extracting six variables was .78 and .73 respect -ell.

For the high and low control groups, the adjusted multiple R2 af;.er

extracting aix variables was .89 and .79 respectively. The pre general

confidence scale is the prime predictor of post general confidence for

all four groups. The number of college science courses is again

negatively correlated with the dependent variable for the low overt-

mental group as it was in post attitude. The remainder of the variable

are mixed and do not present definite patterns.

TABLE 20. Otepwis, multiple regression variance estimates: low
experimental gen6ral cbmildence

1.1111111.

slowwwww....

Pre gexaral confidince in eciencd .57 .33*

Number of college science courses -.29, .51*

Nigh school .earth sciance (yes-no) , -.21 .59*

OPI Theoretical Orientation (TO). .27 .65*

CPI Social liectroversion (88) .73*
r

OPI Practical Outlook (P0) -.03 .81*
(.73)**

Pdarsop r R2

.e.-....awIamIIN.Nw.

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance OiniA3te (R2)
7 ,

.**8'..adjneted for sample stab

74c.
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TABLE 21. Stepwi.e multiple regrersion variance estimates: high
experimental geuiral confidence

=111 ONLOWN

Pesrspn r
4-------

Pre general attitude toward science .71

Site of high school .43

OPI Thinking Introversion (TI) -410

.51*

.60*

.76*

Preferred ele. teaching level .14 .82
F

OPI Theoretical Orientation (TO) .2'..1 .84

High sckooliearth science (yea -no) .02 .87

(.78)**4=. .11..

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

:**R2adjusted for sample size

TABLE 22. Stepwise multiple retression variance estimates: low

control general confidence

Pearson r )1,2

Pre-general -confidence

Sex

.72 .52*

.42, .61*

OPI Social Extrovmrsion (SE) .38, .70*

OPI Priactical Outlook (P0) .42 .75*

CPI domplexity (CO) .041 .81*

OPI Nesemlinity-Pomiminity OM ...07 .85

(.79)**

#446untins 5% or more of wpm sersame estimate (R2)

*112:m02MA faesmapla sine

7j\
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TABLE 23. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: high

control general confidence

Pearson r

Pre general confidence .
.74 .54*

OPI Practical Outlook (PO)
.68*

High school earth science (yea -no) -.43 .73*

OP/ HeeculinIty4emintnity (111,) .21 .79*

Preferred els. teachiag level .39

OP/ Theoretical Orientation (TO) .50 .92*

(.59)*my arnal
*Accounting 5% or more of tile variance estimate (R2)

w*R
2 adjusted for sample site

Tables 24 through 27 show the independent variables'

correlationatith the dependent variable post specific confidence in

science) as ,well as the
varianeseitimates (R2) for each of the

variables extracted. For the experimental high and low groups,

multiple R2 (adjusted for small it) after extracting six variables was

.69 it'd .53 respectively. For the high and low control groups, the

adjusted multiple R2 after extracting sip variables was .49 and .23

,respeitively. The ore general con#idencd measure and the vise of the

high school were the two prime p.ndictors1 lot the low god high

experimental grooves! the oosrrol **ups did not present any consistent

pattern.
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TABU 24. Stepwiso multiply regression variance estimatee: low

experimental mpecific confidence

Pearson r R2

Pee go a( 11 confidence .5* . .31*

Sire of high school -.01 .49*

Sex .03 .57*

,

'OPI Complexity (CO) -.05 .64*

Nimbly of col/ege science courses -.14 .66

OPI Social !Introversion (SE) .13 .69

(.S3)**

winino.,11.1111ft

*Accounting 3% or sore of the variance estimate (R2)

**22 &din ted for sample mime

TADLI-25. Stepwise multiple regression vs:Janes estimates: high

experimental specific confidence70,
Sine of high school

Pre genftraliconWenca

Attitude toward Computer Assisted

Instrdotfosi

Pearson r a

..

,..111100.n....1

Sex !

O91 Social grtroversioa (SS)

.49.

.40

-.31

OP/ Abide* Introversion (TI) .1i

'

, .18

(.69)**

, .

*44onating 5% or more of the maiiamee estimate (0).

**R2efijuste4 for



,th"Zr.gInIONR2W4.109W,Mrlommoworne,...
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TABLETABLE 26. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: low

control specific tonfidence

pearson r

OPI CoMplexity (CO) .42 .17*

OP: Practical Outlook (P0) .14 .24*

OPT Social Extroversion (SE) .10 .30*

Site of his% school .23 .33

College grade point average .27! .37

On Theoretical Orientatton (TO) .23 .45

(.23)*

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estiMste (R2)

4442 adjusted for sample sizh

TABLE 27. Stepwise multiple regression variance estimates: high

control specific confidence

Pearsen r -1 g2

0101 Tkinkisi introversion (Ti) -.43 .18*

Pre general Confidence .37, .32*

Sire of high school -.04 .39*

Pre-attitu4s toward science 1 -.05 .50*

Sex F -.1:6 .56*

homier of cal'se science courses .31 .64*
.,

(.49)**

*Acacunting 3% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

. .

.**42.adjusted for sample sisi
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Tables 28 and 29 below list predictors that account for 5% or

sore of the variance estimate of the prediction equations included in

this section. These tables separated the, predictor variables accord-

ing to those that were common and unique predictors for t%, various

classifications.

TABLE 28. Predictors for achievement and criterion scone /hich account
for 5% or more of the variance estimate

0

00
0

,v4

Experimental

OPT Complexity (CO)
I'veattitude toward

science
OPT Social Extroversion

(SE)

Sex'

Size of High school

Control

OPI Practical Outlook (P0)
Total general confid.
High school earth science

(yes-no)

OPI Theoretical Orientation
(TO)

OPI Th' :R.ing Introversion
4 (TI
2 , ommotkaintty-repaniaty
.4 : : Oa) .

1 . College grade point average
it OPI, Complexity (CO) .

Pre;general confide
oe in science
1 :: High school earth

sciance (yes-no)+

Number of college science
courses

pre general attitude
toward science

OPI,School extroversion (SE)
College grade point average
OPI'Thinking Introversfoa

(TI)
Attitude toward Computer Assisted

Instruction

79)
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TABLE 29. Predictors for attitude 0,nd confidence which account for
5% or more of the variance estimate

Experimentll Control

OPI Complexity (CO)
Pre general attitude

toward science
OPI Social Extroversion

(SE)

Sex
Size of high school

OPI.Thinkinq Introversion

(#)
OPIiHasculinity-Femininity

(Hi)
College grade point average
OPI Complexity (CO)
Pre general confidence

in science
High Ichool earth science

OPI Practical Orientation
(Pig)

pre general confidence
in bcienco

OPI Theoretical Orientation

Number of college science courses
Pre total attitude toward szience
OPI !Social Extrorertiem (SE)
College Grade point average
OPI thinking Introversion (TI)
Attitude toward Computer Assisted

Instrection

'

The Relationship...Between Attitude Toward the
Game and Total Geme Score and Other

Selected Variables

This section is concerned with the experimental group's

attitude torard the game and their total game score. The dependent

variables used are the sum of a gaming questionnaire measuring attitude

towertthe.game and a total gam score coOputed from the separate game
. .

scores. Table 30 displays a cotreletion matrix for the above two

variables aft, other important dependent variables used in this study.
. .

Table 10 indicates that there is significant correlation

(p1:.03) Nimes!) a student's attitude twnrd the game and his post

arNieveauntscore. There is furthei a significant correlation (p< .01)

between the student's attitude tovitrd then gang and his post general

80?
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TABLE 30. Correlation matrix: attitude towards the game and game

score with other important dependent variables

post post

Post Achieve- Post attitude general
merkt criterion science confid.

post
specific
confid.

Attitude toward
the game '.33* '.04 .02 .5210' .27

Came total score .17 .09 .28 .53** .72

Mean S.D.

Attitude toward
the game 283.78 27.62

Game Total score 1208.11 394.67

*indicates significant .05 level

**indicates significant .01 level

confidence in science. The total game, score also correlates signifi-

cantly (p <.01) with the post general confidence in science.

The fifteen premeasures used in the previous section are used

again in the analyses presented in Table 31 through 34. Here they are

used in a stepwise multiple regression analysie that uses attitude

toward the game and total game score as the dependent variables.

Table 31 shows the prediction of total game score for the low

experimental group. The adjusted multiple R2 after extracting six

f

variables was .40. Table 2 shows the prediction of total game score
-

for the high experimental group. The adjusted multiple R2 after
t Q r, -

extracting six variables was .56. The pattern of variables are very
1;1 -L

mixed for the two groups. The OPI scales of Complexity (CO) and

lc n 1.W1 IV1 f, y ;'!',11

144'ilW4 .4,4 1r1
.
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TABLE 31.--Stepwise multiple regression variance estimate low
experimental group's total game score

Pearson r R2

OPI Complexity (CO) .54 .29*

OPI Practical Outlook (P0) -.47 .^8*

OPI Social Extroversion (SE) .27 . .43*

Pre general confidence .34 .47

Sex .22 .54

OPI Thinking Introversion (TI) .24 .58

(.40)**

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**R
2 adjusted for sample size

TABLE 32.--Stepwise multiple regression variance estimtte high
experimental group's total game score

ear son r

OPI Masculinity - Femininity (KO .50 .25*

Site of high school .41 .38*

Pc erred elementary teaching level -.20 .47*

OPI Practical Outlook .39 .57*

Pre general confidence .13 .65

OPI Thinking Introversion (TI) -.10 .69

(.56)**

*Accounting 5% or sore of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted for sample sire

82
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Practical Outlook (PI) are the prime predictors and the low experimental

group. The OPI scale of Masculinity- Femininity (MF) and the size of

the high school are the prime predictors for the high experimental

group. Adair (l973) states that prediction of total game score is

typically very difficult. Many factors are said to influence the

Scores that are recorded.

Table 33 shows the prediction of attitude toward the game for

the low experimental group. The adjusted multiple R2 after extracting

six variables was .59. Table 34 shows the prediction of total attitude

toward the game for is oigh experimental group. The adjusted

multiple R2 after extracting six variables was .66. rle pattern of

predictors are very mixes.... No predictor that accounts for 5% or more

of the variance is sound in both tables.

.

TABLE 33.--Stepwise multiple regression variance estimate low

experimental group's attitude toward the game

Pearson r R2

OPI Theoretical Orientation (TO) .47 .22*

High school earth science (yes-no) -.37 .3h*

Number of college' science courses -.23 .44*

Sex .

-.12 .56*

OPI Masculinity - Femininity (HY) .31 .66*

OP/ Complexity (CO) .34 . .71*
(.59)**

P:.6111
*Accounting 5% or mere of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted for &ample site

8a,
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TABLE 34.--Stepwise multiple regression variance estimate high

experimental group's attitude toard the game,FM,8.1
Pearson r R2

Attitude toward Computer Assisted
Instruction . -.52 .27*

,Pre general confidence .30 .39*

Preferred elementary teaching level -.29 .52*

OPI Thinking Introversion (TI) .44 .65*

OPI Complexity (CO) -.26 .71*

Pre attitude, tovwx1 science .27 .75*
(.66)**

*Accounting 5% or more of the variance estimate (R2)

**R2 adjusted for sample siu:
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

Analyses of the Effect of the Two Treatments

An analysis of variance design (reported in Table 2) was used

to test the following research hypothesis:

The regular use of a science education game as a teaching strategy

with black graduate students results in a measurable Lmpiovement

in their general science achievement as compared to students

taught with lecture-discussion techniques.

A significant main effect for groups, and pretest-posttest adminis-

tration was detected. The interaction between groups and pretest-

postteseadministration was also significant. The means of the pre-

tests sere compared (Table 1) and found not to differ significantly.

The posttest means (49.12 for the control and 57.98 for the experi-

,mental group) would indicate that the significant F's found were a

result of a significant difference in posttest achievement between

groups, with the experimental group being superior. The research

.hypothesis of a superiority in posttest science achievement for the

gaming treatment was therefore confirmed.

A significant difference was also found on subtexts. Pretest

"7":"M4ini for the two treatments shoved the life sciences Scoring highest,

'1.1 followed by the chemical sciences, physical sciences, and earth

aciericti.' 'Posttest memos for both treatments shoved the life sciences

highest, but the'othor three areas wece,oearly equal. Irtests revealed

-
. ,* 'X'/*0 .* *
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significant differences'between the pre and post bubtest scores for

all- fcur areas of science in the experimental group. Significant F's

were also found between experimental and control post subtest scores

in all four areas.

The results on the science achievement test can be interpreted

as indicating that the merabers of the gaming group were more motivated

to study their test assignments than were the lecture-discussion group.

Students in the gaming group indicated, by informal interview, that

they usually made good preparation for class since the game displayed

their weaknesses. It is speculated that the students in the lecture-

discussion group.did not read their assignments as regularly as the

experimental group and were forced into last minute reading before the

final examination. The gaming strategy was thus thought to promote

achievement in science by motivating students to perform their outside

reading in a meaningful and regular fashion. These interpretations were

based on observation and informal interviews, rather than being based

on data.

The following research hypothesis was tested by an analysis

of variance design (Table 3):

The use of a science education game with students will result in

a measurable difference in their mastery of specific science

concepts (taught in the game) as compared with students taught

r With lecture-discussion techniques.

A significant main effect for groups and pretest-posttest administration

was displayed (Table 3). A significant interaction between groups and

pretest-posttest administration is also revealed, Again (Table 1),

t tests indicated that pretest means between treatment groups did not

differ stgnificantly. Poittest means did, hoiever, differ significantly
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(28.45 for the control group and 43.24 for the experimental group).

The significant F's. found '.ere thus a result of a significant difference

in posttest criterion scores betWeen groups, with the experimental group

being superior. The research hypothesis of a superiority in posttest

.criterion score for the gaming treatment was therefore confirmed. A

significant difference on subtexts was not shown in this table.

The criterion test contained questions covering specific

science concepts embedded in the games. Both groups studied these

concepts in their reading assignments. The superior performance on

the criterion test by the experimental group ouggests that the game

served to focus the student's attention on these concepts and perhaps

show their relevance to science teaching. The superior performance

of the gaming group on this
posttest suggests that games are capable of

teaching as well as motivating the students.

The third research hypothesis
tested (Table 4) was

The regular use of a science education game as a teaching

strategy with students results in a measurable improvement

in their attitude toward science, as compared to students

taught with lecture-discussion techniques.

A significant main effect for groups and a significant interaction for

groups and pretest-posttest
administration was found (Table 4). t test

results (Table 1) reject the hypothesis that there is a difference in

Pretest means for the tvo treatments. The contill group drops from a

mean of 3.73 on the pretest to a mean of 3.54 on the posttest, while

the experimental group
increases from e mean of 4.00 to 4.46 on the

;,.)1.1ron .t` ,

same measures. The significant es reported in the table are thus a

.-, 4,.(0,potis

result of the significant incresse in-posttest attitude toward science
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recorded by the gaming treatment. The research hypothesis concerning

changes in attitude tower:. science was thus confirmed.

The improvement in attitude toward science on the post measure

for the gaming gro', suggests that the gaming strategy was efficient

in reducing their negative conception of science. The lecture-

discussion group actually lowered their attitude toward science on the

post measure. This strately was probably similar to the one the

students experienced in high school and at college which established

their original attitude toward science. The superior achievement

exhibited by the gaming group may further have improved their attitude

toward science.

Two analysis f variance designs (Tables 5 and 6) were used to

test the following lesearch hypothesis:

The use of a science education game with students will result in
measurable difference in their confidence in mastery of science

concepts as compared with students taught by lecture-discussion.

A significant main effect for pretest-posttest administration of total

general confidence was detected. A significant interaction is also

shown for groups and pretest-posttest administration. Again, a t test

indicates no significant differences between pretest means for the

two groups. These significant Fla are a result of superior total

general confidence displayed by the gaming group, since their posttest

.sesuures are substantially higher (10.94 for the control group and

12.55 for the experimental group).

An analysis of variance design for total specific confidence

,, in vAence was next performed (Table 6). This table displays a

signifiCant main effect for groups and pretest-posttest administration.
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A significant interaction is also found between groups and pretest-

posttest administration. Again, a t test indicates no significant

difference between pretest means for the groups. The significant F's

are again attributed to higher total specific confidence displayed on

the posttest by the gaming group since the posttest means were 280.26

for the control group and 347.93 for the experimental group. A signi-

ficant main effect for subtests was also discovered. t tests indicated

that the significant differences found between subtests were a result

if differences in the experimental and control groups pretest and

posttest specific confidence measure in the life sciences and the

control's pretest and posttest measures in the.physical sciences.

These results support the research hypothesis regarding

differences in confidence in science between the treatment groups. Both

measures (total general and specific confidence) appeared to be sensi-

tive in recording differences in this variable between groups.

The superior confidence displayed by the gaming group on the

post measure may be a result of many factors. One factor may be the

gaming group's superior achievement in science; that is, confidence

should be a direct function of the level of their mastery. Second, the

gaming strategy may have increased student confidence by allowing them

the opportunity of verbalizing their knowledge of science in front of

the gaming group.

,

The Prediction of Treatment Effects

Means and standard deviations for the seven dependent variables

used in stepwise multiple regression were listd ',Table 7). The

groups were divided into high and low components according to their
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performance on the pretest of achievement in science. This diOptomy.

was formed to determine whether similar factors predicted the dependent

measures (achievement, attitude and confidence) for the high and low

groups. The high group contained the top half of the distribution

and C.! low group the remainder. The trend throughout this table is

for similar pretest values for the experimental end control groups.

As reported in the previous section, the experimental gaming group was

uniformly superior on the posttest measures.

It is important to note that the experimental low group went

from 38.94 on the pretest of science achievement to 5.3.72 on the

posttest, while the experimental high group changed from 52.94 to 59.44

on the two measures. The high and low control groups each gained about

3 points. This would suggest that the gaming technique was more

effective in promoting achievement for the low experimental group. The

results displayed on the table suggest that different factors may be

dictating success for the high and low groups of the two treatments.

These high and low classifications were thus used in testing the

following research hypothesis:,

Background and personality variables will be differentially

useful in predicting success in the two treatments (games

and lecturediscussion).

Five sets of stepwise multiple regression analyses were used

to predict the fi,Pe dependent variables of primary interest in this

study. Bach set contained an analysis for the high and by experimental

and control groups. The above research hypothesis may be simplified by

-4: ).; . .

saying that it hypothesises that a different array of the predictors

will beuseful in prediction of differing groups. This %touts tend to

I o
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indicate that the predictor variables were sensitive enough to detect

different factors contributing to the dependent variable measure for

the four groups under investigation (high and low experimental and

control groups).

This research hypothesis was investigated by comparing the

propottion of common and unique predictors in two sets (Tables 28 and

29). The first set.was all variables (accounting for 5% or more of tile

variance) used in the prediction of general achievement in sci-nf:e and

criterion score. These were predictors of cognitive success, The

second set included all variables (again accounting for 5% or more of

the variance) used in the prediction of confidence and attitude toward

science. These were predictors of affective success. The first set

(Table 28) contained 10 common and 12 unique predictors. The second

set (Table 29) contained 8 common and 12 unique predictors. This

pattern would suggest that the research hypothesis that background

and personality variables will be differentially useful in predicting

success in the two treatments was confirmed.

Variance Estimates of the Five Primary Dependent Measures

Twenty tables (Table 8 through Table 27) present the variance

,estimates (R2) for the 5 primary dependent variables. Each dependent

variable has 4 tables, 1 for each level (high and low) of the expert-
-

mental and control groups. Baggaley (1964) presents a table which
,

indicates that for the degrees of fre%dom and number of variables

included (for all 20 analyses) variance estimate (R2) of .66 is
-r-; ,- :,

required for it to be significant at the .05 level of significance.

This :66 must be the variance estimate for a R2 corrected for sample else.
.; i;-!

; :.

910
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The variance estimates for the dependent variable of general

achievement in wience was first presented (Tables 8 through 11). The

low experimental and control group's variance estimates are both

significant (.72 and .79 respectively). This finding would suggest that

the predictor variables did not measure enough of the relevent factors

that determine achievement in science for the high experimental group.

This group did not have the degree of improvement in posttest

score that was displayed by the low experimental group. The restricted

range may'have reduced the power of the variance estimates.

Variance estimates for attitude teward.science appeared next

(Tables 12 through 15). Bcth the high and low components of the

experimental treatment fell below the significant level (.45 for the

high and .41 for the low). Both variance estimates are significant

for the control group (.84 for the low and .87 for the high). This find-

ing would suggest that the factors affecting attitude towa.4 science are

more complex for the experimental treatment and thus mor uifficult to

predict.

The variance estima ,e for the criterion measure followed

(Tablets 16 through 19). Both the high end 19w experimental group's

variance estimates are sighificant (.77 and .69 respectively). The loo;

control group's variance estimate did not reach the significant level

(R2 NI .49). The high control group's variancL estimate did reach the
.

significant level (R2 NI .72). The factors important in predicting the

.low control groups performance on the post criterion measure were not .

c'-

adequately sampled in the 15 predictors selected ft.r the analysis.
---1-..iort!14.. #:t-'tr 7',

r if# 119r:-
Variance estimates for total general confiden.:e in science were1.

.
.

the nextperfocmed (Tables 20 through.23). ' Here all four groups reached
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the signficent level for, the variance estimate (112 = .73 for the

experimental low, .78 for the experimental high, .79 for the control

low, and .81 for the control high). Tne high variance estimates are

mostly duet, the high correlation between pre and post attitude toward

science (pre attitude being one of the predictors).

The variance estimates for total specific confid2nce in science

were the last presented (Table 24 through 27). Here only the variance

estimate for the experimental high group is significant (R2 = .69 for

the experimented high, .33 for the experimental low, .23 for the con-

trol low, and for the control high). This was the weakest area of

prediction for the 15 variabl'as. It is possible the students may

fixate on a certain level of the specific confidence scale and thus not

record a true measure of the;r specific confidence. This would serve

to make prediction of this measure more difficult.

Tn all, zu variance estimates were competed with 12 reaching

the significant level (60%). Total general confidence in science

appeared to be the dependent variable best estimated by the 15 predictor

variables. General science achievement was predicted significantly

for the experimental and control low groups, but the high experimental

and control group's variance estimates were not significant. Attitude

toward science was predicted 'significantly for both control groups,

but fell short for the experimental groups. Total specific confidence

was the most difficult dependent variable to predict. Only the experi-

mental hie' variance eetimate:uae significant for this group.

° Most of the variance setimate& (6A) uwe of a high eno..10 level

to Ise practical for prediction where a choice of learning stratogies

are available, Students entering the science education course used for
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this study could respond to the measures required for variance estimates

in less than one hour and a half. On the basis of the variance esti-

matea.coMputed, the student might be directed to either the leGture-

dibcussion or gaming treatments.

If the stepwise multiple regression equations are used fur

student assignments, a search for more sensitive predictor variables

shonld be initiated. The instructor must also decide which of the

dependent variables he wishes to maximiie for the student (achievement,

attitude, or confidence). If differential utility weights eke placed

on these three learning outcomes, a prediction equation might be con-

structed WhiCh reflects a combined prediction. For this step to be

practical many instructional strategies should be available. With the

advent of the computer, regression equations are becoming more practical

for student assignment.

Many interesting patterns of predictor variables are observed

in these variance estimates. Sex was the most frequent variable

extracted, appearing 10 times in the 20 tables. Attitude toward com-

putor assisted instvuttion and the OPI scale of Masculinity-Femininity

sr (1fF) were the least frequent predictor variables appearing in the tables

'(each appearing 4 times). In general all 15 variables app-sred fre-

quently in the tables. The mean for all predictor variables was eight

appearances in as table (with a standard deviation of 1.55). This

data suggests that all 15 variables were useful in several of the .

variance activates.

The OPT scale of Social Extrovertism (Se) appeared 9 times in

the 20 tables. Six of the 9 times it appeared it was negatively

itr4
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correlated with the dependent variable, The 3'times it correlated

p Jitively were in the variance estimates of total specific confidence.

It would appear that social introverts (low scores on this scale)

perform better in general in both treatment groups. The social

extrovetta may be more entertairteci than instructed by a game.

The.OPI scale of Complexity (CO) appeared seven times in the

tablese, Si)c of the seven times it correlated positively with the de-

.

pendent'ariibleglin it correlated negatively in one of the total

svecific confidence tables). The scale description of Complexity

states that high scorers on this scale generally are fond of novel

situations and ideas. It is interesting to note that the gaming group

had use positive correlations in this area to only two for the

controlcoup. ,

Tha size of the student's high school appeared nine times in

= the tables as a predictor variable. In seven of its appearances it

correlated positively with the dependent variable and two times it

correlated zegatiyely. It would appear that students from large high

schools usually score higher on the dependent variables considered in

this study.
, .

The prediCtol variable of preferred elementary teaching level
,.

',)appeared seven times in the tables. Five times teachers preferring

upper elementary grades performed in a superior manner on the dependent

%, variable. Teachers preferring lover elementary grades were only

superior in two of the tables. In general it may be advanced that

teachers preferring the upper elementary level are better performers

on Cho dependant variables in4/u4ed in this study than are teachers who
r.

pre fetdisi,
sev,t7t.-
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The OPI scale of Practical Outlook (P0) appears eight times in

the tables.. Five tit:Rs it is negatively correlated with the dlper4ent

Variable: The scale description of this predictor describes high

scorers on this scale as generally'having non-intellectual interests.

These results appear to bejenerally consistent with what would be

. . ,

expected.

Sex appears as a predictor variable 10 times in the tables.

Eight times it is positively correlated with the dependent variable.

This indicates that women in general score higher on tn dependent

weasures used in this study. This is a surprising .finding since males

are thought of as surpassing women in their interest and achievement

tn science.

The OPI scale of Theoretical Orientation (TO) appears nine .

times in the tables. In eight cases it is positively correlated with

the dependent variable. The scale description states that high scorers

on this scale are interested in science. The results of this study

would tend to support this statement.

The student's attitude toward computer-assisted instruction

appears five times in t:.e tables and was negatively correlated with

the dependent variable in all five cases, This data indicates that

persons scoring high on the de?endent vlables are more resistent to

chanse brought about by computer-assisted instruction th."7, are the
. - .

, low scores. The high scoring students may be more confident in their

teaching ability and not feel that they require aids.

The OPT scale of Masculinity-Femininity MO appears four tinge

in the tables." ltach time it appears it ii poiitively correlated with

964
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the dependent variable, The scale description for Mesculininity-

Femininity says that high scorers on this scale are generally intereFted

in scientific Matters. This findf.ng in the siudy'is thus consistent

with this description.

The other six predictor variables had more. mixed results and

trends are more difficult to isolate. In general, most of the 15

:_predictor variables correlated in the direction that would be expected.

Related Questims

A correlation matrix was included to answer the following

related research question (Table 30):

Is there any measurable relationship between attitudes toward

the learning game and total game score and the five variables

of primary interest in the study (general science achievement

score, criterion score, attitude toward science, general con-

fidence, and specifiC confidence)?

The tAble reveals that a student's attitude toward the game is

significantly positively correlated with his posttest achievement

score (r .33) and also with his posttest total general confidence

.measure (r .52). There was, however, to significant correlation for

r.

posttest criterion score, posttest attitude toward science, or total
..,!,,A.

,specific confidence in 'science. Students responding in a positive

v!-.,:
ruiner tothe gemming questionnaire thus did significantly better on

their general science achievement posttest and also indicated a

superior total general confidence in science.

This table (Table 30) further reveals that only general confi-

dence is significantly correlated with the total game score (r .53).

::2; :41 < =?' . e,. ;z = r

Achievement and attitude measures show only low to moderate relation-

.
. Lw);.1 35! 1 V..4 31

ships. , '

ri
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'Variance estimates were computed for the experimental high and

low group's attitude toward the game. The low group Lad a variance

estimate (extracting six variables) of .59, while the high group had

.66. The pattern of variables was again mixed.' No predictor, that

accounted for 57. or more of the variance, is found in both tables. The

.C6 variance estimate for the high group is significant at the .05

level. Attitude toward the game it thus easier to predict for the high

group than the low.

Variance estimates were also computed for the experimental

high and low group's total game score. The low group had a variance

estimate (oar-acting six variables) of .40, while the high group had

.56. The pattern of variables were very mixed for the two groups.

The OPI scales of complexity (CO) and Practical Outlook (P0) were the

prime predictors for the low experimental group. The OPI scale of

masculinity-femininity (MP) and the size of tlae high school, were prime
.

predictors for the high experimental. Total game score appeared to

Fe a difficult dependent variable to The total game score does

not, appear to reflect the students' achievement of hie attitude toward

science, This finding is similar to one reported by Adair (1970). Here

scores on.* sociology game were poorly correlated wit% achievement and

were difficult to predict.

In conclusion, Chapter V has discussed the results reported

.1 in Chapter IV within the framework of the research hypotheses and

(, related questions outlined in Chapter I. The results of analysis

-variance comparison$ indicated significantly superior posttest results
. .

in achievement in science, attitude toward science, confidence in

scienca, and the learning of specific concepts taught in the gas. for

\()
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the experimental gaming group, as compared to the lectUre-discussion

control group. High and low groups were identified for both the

experimental and control treatments on the basis of their pretest

measures of achievement in science. Stepwise multiple regression

analyses were performed for these four classifications and illustrated

that individual personality and background characteristics could

differentially predict the post measures. The student attitude toward

the game (as measured by a gaming questionnaire) correlated positively

with the post achievement and confidence in science measures. The

.
total game score also correlated positively with the post confidence

science measure.

An important finding of this study was that low achieves.. in

science benefitted most from the gaming strategy. Their achievement

posttest scores nearly matched those of the high Jxhievement group.

:lie learning game used in this study thus acted_to reduce the difference

In achievement detected on the pretest, while raising the achievement

mean score for the entire group.

Recults o( this study indicate that a learning fame cf this

type may teach conceptual material, as well as serve as c source of

motivation. This findins would suggest that learning games have a

more comprehensive role in an instructional system.

The results of this study thus suggest that a learning game of

this type may be an effective agetA in providing a learning elvironment

that fosters growth in both the cognitive and affective domains.
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DIRECTIONS FOR "CHALLENGE"

A SCIENCE EDUCATION .GAME

..urvateWrimewrIMPAMITntr,Pir

Introduction .

.

The game of "Challenge" is designed to, allow the player the
opportunity of relating his knowledge of science.to the elementary
classroom situation. A classroom experience is presented in each of
the game's episodes. These are followed by a student question that
is central to the concept under consideration. The player must assume
the role of the teacher and answer the inquiry in a scientifically
acceptable manner.

Specific directions

1. The materials required for the play of the game must first
be distributed (3-6 players may play the game, with 5 ideal),

each player receives
a. challenge-accept card
b. threcl cards bearing 5, 15, and 25

other materials
a. score sheet and episode cards
b. start cards

2. Bach player draws one of the start cards that have been
placed blank side up on the table. The person drawing the card with

the highest number is the first judge.

3. The judge for this episode first fills in the players
names on the score card. He thtn opens the first episode card and

reads.the classroom experience.

4. After the classroom experience has been read, each player
must decide how many points he.or she wishes to wager on the episode.
This decision is made by placing the appropriately numbered card
number down in front of him. The judge does not wager in an episode.

5; The judge next reads the student question. The person to

the right of the judge is given the first opportunity to give an
appropriate reply to the question. He has the option of passing to

the person on his right. If he passes he has 5 points subtracted from

his score. The turn continues to pass to the r'ght until a player
dlcides to answer the question. If none of the players chose to answer
the question, the judge receives 25 points added to his score. This

is the only way the judge can accumulate points during an episode. ,

6. If an answer is given each player (except the judge and
person answering) must decide whether the answer is appropriate for

the question. The relevance and accuracy of the answer should be

vetgaed. When the decision is made the player places the challenge
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or accept face of his card up to indicate his acceptance or rejection
of the answer.

7. The judge next reads the answer appearing on the episode
card and decides whether the answer given by the player is close enough
to be judged correct. An answer should be judged correct if it
generally conforms to the answer on the episode card and does not
introduce incorrect information. The decision of the judge is final.

8. The player answering the question first turns over the
card that represents the number of points he has chosen to wager. If

he was correct in"his answer he receives two times that number of points
added to his score. If he was incorrect and challenged by any player
he loses twice the number of points wagered. If he was incorrect in
his answer, but not challenged by another player, he receives the
number of points added to his score that he, wagered. Each of the other
players turn up the card representing the number of points wagered. If

they accept a correct answer or challenge an incorrect answer they add
these number of points to their score. If they challenge a correct
answer or accept a wrong answer, the number of points wagered is sub-
tracted from their score.

9. The judge is responsible for recording all points won or
lost during the episode. When all points have been recorded the
person to the right of the judge becomes the new judge for the next
'episode. The game continues in a like manner for 6 episodes. The

player with the highest number of points at the completion of the game
is declared the winner.

..4.

.1!,v
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EAR1E SCIENCE 7-1 SAMPLE GAMING EPISODES

Classroom exTerience

The aeon is working on a unit on man's progress to the moon.

.
One of the students brought a magazine article which discusses the
problems that astronauts will face on the moon. One of the major
problems was weighing only 1/6 as much as they do on the earth. A
180 pound astronaut would weigh only 30 pounds on the moon.

Question

,
The question was raised why a person's weight should vary.on

the moon and if this might have something to do with the moon lacking

aa atmosphere.

Answer

A person's waight is a result of his attraction for the body

he is near (usually the earth). The larger and more eense the bod-

the more attraction. There is also more attraction the nearer a

person is to the body. This attraction is called gravitation. Tf
moon is much smaller than the earth and thus has only 1/6 the

attractive polar (or gravity). If the moon ever had an atmospher.
it probably was lost due to the moon's weak pull. of gravity. The

atmosphere probably floated into space.

Concept

Gravitation is a function of a body's density and distanc

from another object.

92



EARTH SCIENCE 7-3

Classroom experience

Your class is working on a unit on the eskimos. One student
tells the class that he has reed that near the north pole they have
very long days in one season and long nights in another. Another
member of the class says that he has read that we have seasons be-
cause the earth's axis is inclined about 23.5°. The class confirms
this fact by looking at the globe. He goes on to say different
parts of the earth gets differentliumbers of hours of sunlight each
day,.depending on the season. The mo:e sunlight that a part of the
earth gets, the warmer will be that season. The time when we have
the most sunlight is summer.'

Question

The question is asked why the snow does not melt in the north
pole when they have the long days.

Answer

During this time the sunlight hits the north pole at a large
angle. The sunlight is spreadover a very lama area and :hug does
not heat the land the way it would if it were'direct sunlight (like
falls on the equator).

. Corgett

The cause of the changing seasons.

93
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EARTH SCIENCE 7-4

Classroom experience

One of the members of your class is very interested in

astronomy. He was selected to give a report on the subject to the

class. In his report he pointed out to the class that we see stare
Only at night because the 1..;qht from the sun hidei them during the

day. He went on to say that the stars appear to rise in the east and

set in the west each night. This is, due to the revolution of the

earth, not because the stars move. The ancient people named many

clustcre of sears and called these constellations. The constellations

visible at night change during the seasons.
lk'

uletion.

The question was asked why the big dipper and the north star

can be seen the entire year, while the majority of constellations

change from season to season.

Answer

The stare near the north and south poles are near the axis

-.7 of rotation of the earth. As the earth turns on its axis these

stare thus do not change their position very much. A star directly

At thenorth or south pole would not appear to move at all.

concept

Why thiatars at the north and south pole are seen all year.
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EARTH SCIENCE 7-5

Classroom experience

A member of the class informed the class that a total eclipse
of the sun is due during the week in their area. He goes on to say
that during the eclipse the sun will disappear for a few minutes.
Another member of the class said that they had an eclipse of the
sun a few years ago, but the sun was not completely hidden. Another

class member said that he had also heard of an eclipse of the moon.

Queution

The question was raised as to what causes the total and
partial eclipses of the sun and what wee an eclipse of the moon.

nswer

An eclipse of the sun occurs when the moon is in just the
right orbit to block the light from the sun from reaching the
earth. If the orbit ix a little high or a little by a partial
blocking occurs and we call this a partial eclipse of the sun.
When an eclipse of the sun occurs it only covers a 'mall band oa the

earth. These eclipses, are rare because the moon'sorbit around the
earth makes an angle with the earth's orbit around the sun, so the
moon usually passes too by or too high to cause an eclipse. A lunar

etdiprie is caused by the earth casting a shadow on the moon.

Coo:MIr
t: Th,, causes of an eclipse of the sun and moon.
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BACKGROUND AND GENERAL ACHIEVEMENT MEASURE

BOGRAPHICAL DATA

Please answer the following questions as accurately as possible.
Record your responses on the special answer sheet provided. Please
do not write on the booklet.

1.

2.

3.

Sex a. male b. female

Class . a. freshmen b. sophomore c. junior

nearest value)

d. senior e. graduate

Overall High School Grade Point Average (choose
a. D or below b, C- to C
d. B to B+ e. A- to A

c. C to C+

4. Science High School Grade Point Average
a. D or below b. C- to C
d. B to B+ e. A- to A

c. C to C+

5. Mathematics High School Grade Point Average
a. D or below b. C- to C
d. B to B+ e. A- to A

c. C to '+

6. College Mathematics Grade Point Average
a. D or below b. C- to C
d. B to B+ e. A- to A

c. C to C+

7. College Mathematics Grade Point Average
a. D or below b. C- to C
d. B to 8+

c. C to C+

8. College Science Grade Point Average
a. D or below - b. C- to C

tw 8+ e. A- to A
c. C to C+ .

9. I ma Presently taking
a. my first undergraduate science methods course
b. my second undergraduate science methods course
c. a graduate science methods course 3"
d. none of the above '" 'fy

10. Which of thls following best describes your attitude towards
Science?

a. I dislike the subject very much f

b. I dislike tte subject most of the time

109
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c. I am neutral towards the subject

d. I enjoy the subject most of the time

e. I enjoy the subject very much

Which or the following best describes the'enrollment of your

High School?
a. 0-100 students
c. 300-500 students d. 500-1000 students

e. over 1000 students

b. 100-300 students

12. Would ou take an elective science content course if you had

room on -our schedule?
a. no . b. yes

13. Did you take high school ehemista?
a. nol b. yes

14. Did you take tahLscholl_phzsics?
a. no b. yes

15. Did you take high school earth science?
a. no b. yes

16. Did you take high school biology?
a. no b. yes

17. Did_you take college chemistry?
a. no b. yes

18. Did_you take college plgsics?

a. no b. yes

19. Did you take college earth science?
a. no. b. yes

A A

20. Did you take college biology?
a. no .

b. yes

21. Do youLttthinkeeraentareciellouldbetauhtbascill
'science teacher rather than by a general classroom teacher?

S. no b. yea

22. I attended high school in ,

a, Southern Florida b. Borthern Florida

c. another part of the south d. the northeast

e. the midvest or far west

23. I would prefer teaching
A.. K-2.grade
c. 5-E grade

b. 2-4 grade

JAW
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24. I fegl that science for elementary school children

a. is a waste of time
b. :is not as important as the other basic.subjeots

c. is about of equal importance with the other basic subjects

d.' is more important than the other basic subjects

25. I have taken the following number of college mathematics courses

a. none.' b. one

c. two d. three

e. lour or more

26. I hays taken the following number of college science courses

a. none b. one

c. two d. three

e. four or more

-27. Which of the following describes your feeling towards science

laboratory?
.a. I disliked them very much

b. I disliked them most of the time

c. I can take them or leave them

d. I liked them most of the time

e. I liked them very much

28. If you could take only one science course in college, which of

the followini would you choose?

a. physics
b. chemistry
c. earth science
d. biology
e. public health

29. Which of the following best describes your high school science

teachers?
a. much poorer instructors than my other teachers

b. a little poorer instructors than my other teachers

c. about average instructors
d. a little better than average

e. much better than most of my other teachers

0. De you think science is more appropriate for men to teach than

women? ,

;, a, no

e ; .A b. yes

2AN 31. Which of the followings techniques think is best for teach-

;r. iC ins science to elementary school children?

a.: carefully explaining the concepts and principles of science

b.' demonstratig the concepts and principles of science using

science equipment

c. letting the children learn -ihe'corcepts and principles of

science for themselves by discoveiy methods
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32. You are an elementar school teacher and our

asked your permission to use a comp

rincipal has just

uter to teach science in your

ljAti9111ajdgcassoom..tWhiolciwilds. be closest to our

reaoonae
a. no, I think a computer is an inhuman way of teaching child-

ren

b. no, I think I can do a better job than a computer

c." maybe, I would have to see what it is like first

d. yes, I will give ft a try

7...
yes, I think it is a very good idea

Skip answer 33 to 39 (on answer sheet)

40. Which of the followin statements best describes our knowledge

of the general science content that is appropriate for elemen-

tary school?
a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of science

c. I know something about most of the areas of science

d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of

science

e. I feel very well.prepared

AREA I The Life Sciences

(includes: animals, plants, reproduction, human body,

living things and their habitats, and other related subjects

41. Which of the_following_platernts
best describes your knowledge

of the areas of the life sciences that are appropriate for

elementary school

a. I am very poorly prepared

b. I know a little about some of the areas of the life sciences

c. I know something about most of the areas of the life

. sciences .

d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the area of the

life sciences

e. I feel very well prepared

PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS BELOW TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY.

THEPROBLEMS RANGE IN DIFFICULTY FROM EASY TO HARD. YOU ARE NOT

EXPECTED TO ANSWER ALL 711E PROBLEMS CORRECTLY. AFTER EACH QUESTION

.
YOU lira BE ASKED TO RATE YOUR CONFIDENCE IN YOUR ANSWER. YOU ARE

PROVIDED A SEPARATE SHEET THAT DESCRIBES THE RATING SCHEME TWA

YOU WILL DIE THROUGHOUT THE BOOK14T.' PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU PLACE

RESPONSES IN THE CORRECT PLACE ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET. IF YOU WISH

TO CHANGE YOUR ANSWER ERASE YOUR PREVIOUS ANSWER COMPLETELY.

.1.1(1 IP. 1
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43, One difference between plants and animals is that only plants.
'contain

a. .tarbon

b, Oxygen,
.

c. : collUlos
d. living matter

Your confidence measure for problem 43 (see separate sheet)
All fungal' plants

s. arc gray or brown in colok
b. are poisonous
c. are unable to manufacture ford
d. grow on trees

46. Your confidence measure for problem 45

47. Molds and mushrooms grow beet in an environment that is
a. warm and dry .

b. sunny and moist
c. dark and moist
d. cold and moist

48. Your confidence measure for pioblem 47

49.' The region in which an organism normally makes its hod is
called its

a. adaptation
b. habitat
c. abode
d. burrow

50, Your confidence measure for problem 49

51.- The tiny units of structure and function in the human body
are the .

.,

a. tissues
b. organs
c. cells
d. bones

$24 Your confidence measure for problem 51, ,

$3.

$4.

The kidneys, skin, and lungs of the body are similar because they
each
.a. aid in breathing
b. aid in circulation of the blood
c. aid in digestion
d. give off body wastes

Your confidence measure for problem
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55. Starches and sugars Are

a. carbohydrates
b. fats
c. proteins
d. minerals

56. Your confidence measure for problem 55

57. All body functions of an individual are coordinated by the

a. brain
b. nervous system
c. heart
d. circulatory system .

58. Your confidence measure Lay problem 57

59. In a balannedaquarium, plants
supply the fish with food and

a. water
b. carbon dioxide
c. oxygen
d. shelter

60. Your confidence measure for proem 59

61. The type of reproduction which two parents are required is known

as

a. binary.fission
b. asexual reproduction

c. budding
d. sexual reproduction

62. Your confidence measure for problem 61

63.ill'hiat'of the following. statements best describes your current

estimate of your knowledge of the areas of the life sciences that

are appropriate for elementary school

a. I am very poorly prepared

b. I know a little about some of the areas of the life sciences

e: I know something about most of th,.) yeas of the life

sciences ,

d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of the

life sciences
I feel *ary'vell prepared

An animal with eight legs is the
,, 311

b. house fly

0. mesquite E,.r

d. spider
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65. Your confidence measure for problem 64

66. Feathers are most useful to birds because they
a. are good i:eat insulators
b. lessen the ;feight of the bird
c. protect the bird from gun shots and large mammals
d. have bright colors

67. Your confidence measure for problem 66

8. The smallest living thing which can cause disease in the human
is a

a. protozoan
b. virus
c. flea'

d. enzymes

71. Your confidence measure for problem 70
.

72. Insulin is a substance used to treat people having the disease
known as .

a. cancer
b. diabetes'
c. polio
d. malaria

73. Your confidence measure for problem 72

74. Thee stage in its life-history when an insect appears worm-like
is

, a. adult
b. egg
c. larva
d. pupa

5. Your confidence measure for problem 74

76. In the human eye, the image is formed on the

a, pupil
b. lens
c. retina
d. iris

77. Your confidence measure for problem 76 ,

78. The number of calories in a food represents

- a. the vitamin content in the food
b. the ease With which the food can be digested

c. the amount of energy that can be obtained from the food

d. the mineral content of .the food
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79. Your confidence measure for problem 78

80. The balance of nature among organisms is
a, pormanont
b. always changing
c. never disturbed
d. unaffected by foo3 supply

81. Your confidence measure for problem 80

82. Pollen grains are produced by the
a. sepals
b. ovary
c. pistils
d. stamens

83. Your confidence measure for problem 82

84. Which of the following statements best describes your current
estimate of your knowledge of the 'areas of the life sciences
that are appropriate for elementary school

a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of the life sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the life

sciences
d. I have a pretty good knowledgeof.most of the areas of the

life sciences
e. I feel very well. prepared

AREA II The Physical Sciences
(includes: magnetism and electricity, gravity, friction,
light and sound, simple machines, and other related subjects)

85. Which of the following_Itakmints best describes your knowledge
of the areas of the physical sciences that are appropriate for
elementary school

a. -I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little .about some of the areas of the physical

sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the physical

sciences
d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of the

physical sciences
e. 1 feel very well prepared

86.- If the S-pole of a bar magnet is brought near the N-pole of
another bar magnet, the magnets will

. a. repel each other
b. lose their magnetism
c. attract each other
d. produce an electric spark

. 116,
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87. Your Confidence measure for problem 86

88. Of the following, the one that transforms electrical energy into
mechanical snorty is

a. a magnetic compass
b. an electric motor
c. a dipping needle

. d. a lodestone _

89. Your confidence measure for problem 88 "

90. Of the following, the best conductor of electricity is
a. iron
b. copper
C. tin
d. zinc

91. Your confidence measure for problem 90

92. An electric lamp produces light because
a. electricity is bright and yellow
b. the bulb is filled with argon
c. the interior of the bulb is a partial vacuum
d. the wire in the bulb is heated

93. Your confidence measure for problem 92

94. The attraction of the earth for all objects is called
a. density
b. pressure
c. gravity
d. barometer reading

95. Your confidence measure for problem 94

96. Of the following, a machine does not
a. multipIyforce
b. increase speed. -

c. change the direction of a force
d. increase work

97. Your confidence measure for problem 96

98. The movelunt of one object over another is slowed down by

a. gravity
b...pressure.,,,2)
c. friction
d. heat

99. Your confidence measure for problem 98
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100. The principle that every Action has an equal but opposite reaction
was first stated'by
a. Einstein -,
b. Newton
c.. Ford
d. -Edison

101. Your confidence measure for problem 100

102, The purpose of the lens in a camera is to
. a. focus an image on the film

b. cut out the bright rays of the sunlight
c., keep dust away from the film
d. regulate the amount of light entering the camera

103. Your confidence measure for_problem 102

104. The warmest air in a room is
a, directly below the radiator
b. in the center of the room
c. near the ceiling
d. near the floor

105. Your confidence measure for problem 104

106. Which of the following statements beet describes your current
estimate of your knowledge of the areas of the physical sciences-
that are appropriate for elementary school
a. I am very poorly prepa:,d
b. I know a little about some of the arena of the physical

sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the physical

sciences
d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of the

physical sciences'
e. I feel very well prepared

107. A jet plane i sometime called supersonic because it is able
to travel at a speed greater than that of
a. light
b. a conventional propeller airplane
c. radio waves
d. sound

109. Your confidence measure for problem 107

109. An electric current
called
a. neutrons'
b. protons
c. electrode
d. teutrinla

consists of a flow of electrical particles
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110. Your confidence measure for problem 109

111. The push requried to overcome the resistance of gravity is

known as
a. effort force
b. pressure
c. weight
d. inertia

112. Your confidence measure for problem 111

113. At any given dept, the pressure ,!,:erted by water is

a. greater4ownward than upward

b.. greater sideways than downward

c. greater upward than downward

d. the same in alt directions

114. Your confidence measure for problem 113

115. A rocket can travel in outer space because it

a. uses oxygen of the atmosphere

b. is weightless in space

c. carries its own oxygen supply

d. does not require oxygen

116. Your confidence measure pob1em 115

117. The bending of light rays as they pass from air into water

is called
a. reflect'on
b. dispersion
c. refraction
.d. energy conservation

1

118. 'Igor confidence measure problem 117

119. In the summer, telegraph wires are strung loosely to allow

for

'a. expansion when cooled

b. contraction when heated

c. expansion when cooled

d, contraction when cooled

120.' Your confidence measure problem 119

121.' The number of vibrations per second of a sound is know as its

a. pitch
b. frequency

c. loudness
d. tone

12t. couftkoce measure otoblmiln

I k4.9
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123. The type of circuit in which it is possible for one branch not
to nperate without affecting the rest of.the circuit is called
a. in parallel
b. in series
c.. a fluorescent
'd. a short circuit

124. Your confidence rating for problem 123

125. A machine consisting of a bar which can rotate around a fulcrum
is.a
a. wheel and axle
b. lever

.c. cylinder
d. screw

126. Your confidence rating for problem 125 .

127. Whic;k of the following statements best describes your current
estimate of-your knowledge of the areas of the physical sciences

.

that are appropriate for elementary school
a.. I am very poorly prepared .

b. I know a little about some of the areas of the physical
sciences

c. I know something about most of the areas of the physical

sciences.

d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of
the physical sciences,

e. I feel very well prepared

AREA III The Chemical Sciences
(includes: atomic structure, chemical changes, acids and base's

energy, and other related subjects)

128. Which of the following statements best describes your knowledge
of the areas of the chemical sciences that are appropriate for

elementary school
a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of the chemical

sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the chemical

rciences

129. A form of matter which has a definite volume but no definite shape

4A 41

'. gas
liquid'

c. 6ulid

d. suspension

130. Your confidence measure for problem 129.

)V,C)
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131. Of the following, the one that is an element is
a. water
b. hydrogen
c. carbon dioxide
d. salt

132.. Your confidence measure for problem 131

133. The bubbling in soft drinks or sodas is due to
a. air dissolved in the liquid
b. carbon dioxide dissolved in the liquid
c. alcohol in the liquid
d... sugar In the liquid

134. Your confidence measure foriproblem 133

135. A girl thtusts a glowing splint into m bottle containing a gas.
If the splint bursts into flame, the gas in the bottle'is
a. steam
b. oxygen
c carbon dioxide
d. nitrogen .

136. Your confidence measure. for problem 135

137. An element present in all common fuels is
a. carbon
b. nitrogen
c. phosphotus
d. sulfur

138. Your confidence measure for problem 137

139. Oil or grease prevents steel from rusting because it
a. keeps the air away from the metal
b. keeps the light away from the metal
c. keeps the metal warm
d. makes the metal slippery

140.' Your confidence measure for problem 139

141. Clorine is often used in water purification to
a. clear muddy water
b. kill some harmful bacteria
c. serve as a soap
d. soften hard water

142. Your confidence measure for roblem 141

143. Of the following, the substances that conducts haat most
rapidly is
a. copper
b. asbestos

I i(b/ f
12t
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c. glass
d. mica

. 144. Your confidence measure for problem 143

145. When salt is boiled in an open pan
a. neither the Salt oe water evaporates

b. only the salt evaporates
c. both the salt and water evaporates
d. only the water evaporates

146. Your confidence Teasure for problem 145

L47. Water is composed of the elements
a. carbon and oxygen
h. carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen
c. hydrogen and oxygen

d. nitrogen and oxygen

148. Your'confidence measure for problem 147
. .

149. Which of the following statements best describes your current

estimate of your knowledge of the areas of the chemical sciences

that are appropriate for elementary school

a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of the chemical

sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the chemical

sciences
d. I feel very well prepared

150. Energy
a. can be created
b. can be destroyed
c.. can always be stored

d. can be transformed from one form into mother

151. Your confidence measure for problem 150

152. Of the following, the element that is culturally radioactive

is

a. helium
b. radius
c; phosphorus
d. magnesium

153. Your confidence measure for oroblom 152

122:1.>
1
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154. When matter is changed inao matter having different properties,
the type of change is called
a a physical change
b. a chemical change

an electrical change
d. an atomic change

155. Your confidence measure for problem 154

156. A common substance containivg an acid is
a. baking soda
b. flour
C. soap flakes
d. vinegar

157. Your confidence measure for problem 156

158. Oxidation takes place during the process. of
. a. V burning

b. melting
c. absorption
d. evaporation

159. Your confidence measure for problem 12
160. To seperate water into its elements, it is necessary to

a., add salt and then boi the solution rapidly
b. add sulfuric acid to the water slowly
C. boil the water. rapidly :

d. pass an electric current through the water

161. Your confidence measure for problem 160

162. The type of energy transformation that edam. place in the
storage battery of a car is
a. heat to mechanical
b. mechanical to electrical
c. chemical to electrical .

d. electrical to Mechanical

163. Your confidence measure for problem 162

164. A metal, that is liquid at room temperature is
a. copper
b. lead
c. mercury
d. sine

165. kg confidence measure for problem 164
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166. A substance that cause blue litmus paper to turn red is

a. alcohol
b. an acid
c. a base
'd. a salt

167. Your confidence measure for problem 166

168. The poisonous and odorless gas given off during the operation
of an automobile is
a. carbon dioxide
b. carbon monoxide
c. nitrogen
d. oxygen

169. Your confidence measure, for problem 168

170. Which of the following statements best describes your current
estimate of your knowledge of the areas of the chemical sciences
that are appropriate for the elementary school
a. / am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of the chemical

sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the chemical

sciences '

d. / have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of the

chemical sciences
e. I feel very well prepared

AREA IV The Earth Sciences
( includes: the atmosphere, weather, soil:And conservation, the
crust of the earth, And the solar system and...universe)

171. Which of the following statements best describes your knowledge
of the areas of the earth sciences that are appropriate for
elementary school
a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of the earth sciences

c. I know something about most of the areas of the earth sciences

d. have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of the

earth sciences
e. I feel very well prepared

172. Air is a
a. single gas
b. compound of two gases

c. compound of three gases
d. mixture of several gases

173, yourcoifidence measure for problem 172

trl

1.24
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174. The percentage of water vapor in the airls called
a.. barometic pressure
b. relative humidity
c. saturation
d. water level

175. Your confidence measure for problem 174

176. The sun is a
a. star
b. planet
c. satellite
d. galaxy

it

177. Your confidence measure for problem 176

178. The inclination of the earth's axis is one of the causes of
a. night and day
b. seasonal changes
c. tides
d. hurricanes

179. Your confidence measure for problem 178

180. Stars are seen because they
a. are larger than the earth
b. are many light-years away
c. give off their own light and heat
d. reflect sunlight

181. Your confidence eftERL5L_____1 1800

182. Sandstone is a sedimentary rock because it is
a. formed by heat .

b. formed by water
c. made in desert areas
d. made of sand

183. Your confide ce measure for problem 182

184. The breaking down of the rocko of the of the earth's surface is
known as
a. stratification
b. weathering
c. evaporation
d. decay

185. Your solislepa.mtatim;_2121210_10, .
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186. Decaying plant and-animal matter is usually found in
a. topsoil

. b. sand

c. subsoil
d. clay

187. Your confidence measure for problem 186

188. Water that sinks into the soil is known as
a. the water table
b. ground water
c. a solution
d. a river

189. Your confidence measure for problem 188

190. A group of stars forming a fixed pattern in the sky is called
a. galaxy
b. constellation
c. meteor
d. comet

191. Your confidence measure for problem 190

192. Which of the following statements best describes your current
estimate of your knowledge of the areas of the earth sciences
that are appropriate for elementary school
a. 1 am very poorly prepared
b. I know a little about some of the areas of the earth

sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the earth

acien:es
d. / have a pretty gq6 d knowledge of most of the areas of

the earth science
e. I feel very well Prepared

193. The most abundant gas in air is
a. carbon dioxide
b. nitrogen 4

) c. oxygen , ,

d. water vapor

194. Your confidence measure forproblem 193

195. By decreaiing the air pressure, air can be made to move from

a. a low pressure region to a high pressure region
b. a high pressure region to a low pressure region

c. a high pressure region to 'another high pressure region

d. a region of low pressure to a region have the same pressure

196. Your confidence measure for arum 195

a

126
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197. Winds are caused by
a. ocean currents
b. the motions of the earth
c. the waving of, the branches of trees
d. the unequal heating of the earth's surface

195. Your confidence measure for problem 197

199. The path of the earth around the sun is
a. slightly elloptical
b. circular
c. square
d. .triangular

200. Your confidence meaure for problem 199

201. The distance of a place north 'or south of the equator
called its
a. position
b. longitude
c. latitude
d. meridan'

202. your confidence measure for problem 201

203. A light-year ts a unit of
a. Speed
b. time
c. distance
d.' volume

204. Your confidence measure for problem 203

is

205. The clay need for making chinaware is obtained from the mineral
a.' sand
b. copper
c. -quarts
d. feldspar

206. Your confidence measure forprobleekal

207, Toast's are found chiefly in
a. igneous rock
b.,- lava

c. metsmorphic.rock
d. sedillentary rock

206. You, confidence measure for problem 207

1Z?
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209. The most important single agent that wears away rock and changes
the earth's surface is
a. glacial action
b. wind
c. running water
d. frost action

210. Your confidence measure for roblem 209

211. In swampland there is
a. no water table
b. a low water table
c. a high water table
d. no rainfall

212. Your confidence measure for problem 211

213. Which of the following statements but describes your current
estimate of your knowledge of the areas of the earth sciences
that are appropriate for elementary school
a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know a.little about some of the areas.of the earth

sciences
c. I know something about most of the areas of the earth

sciences
d. I have a pretty good knowledge of most of the areas of

the earth sciences
e. I feel very well prepared

214. Which of the following statements best describes your
knowledge of the general science content that is appropriate
for elementary school
a. I am very poorly prepared
b. I know little about some of the areas of science
c. .I know something about most of the areas of science
d. I have a prettty good knowledge of moat of the areas of science

e. I feel very well prepared

1
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OMNIBUS PERSONALITY INVENTORY --- BRIEF SCALE DESCRIPTIONS

Thin%ing Introversion mill. Persons ccoring high on this measure are
characterized by a liking for reflective thought and academic activities.
They express interests in o broad range of ideas and in a variety of areas,
such as literature, art and philosophy. Their thinking is less dominated
by objective conditions and generally accepted ideas than that of thinking
extroverts (low scorers). Host extroverts show a preference for overt
action and tend to evaluate ideas on the basis of their practical, immediate
application.

Theoretical Orientation (TO): This scale measures an interest in, or orien-
tation to, a more restricted range of ideas than is true of TI. High
scorers are interested is science and in some scientific activities; in-
cluding a preference for using the scientific method in thinking. They are
generally logical, analytical, and critical in their approach to problems.

Estheticism (Es High scorers endorse statements indicating diverse
interests in, ac well as an appreciation of, artistic matters and activities.
The focus of their interests tends to extend beyond painting, sculpture and
music and includes interests in literature and dramatics.

Co-plexity /poN:. This measure reflects an experimental orientation rather
than a fixed way of viewing and organizing phenomena. High scorers are
tolerant of amMguitieo and uncertainties; they are generally fond of novel
situation() and ideas. Most high scorers very much prefer to deal with
diversity and complexity, as opposed to sitaplicity and structure, and are
disposed to sego& out and enjoy unusual ambiguous everts and experiences.

Autonoay (Aull Th3 charncteristic measured is composed of non-authoritarian
attitudes and a need for independence. High scorers are sufficiently inde-
pendent of authority, as traditionally imposed through social institutions,
that they oppose infringemlnts on the rights of individuals, They are toler-
ant of viewpoints other than their own, and they are nonjudgmental, realistic,
and intellectually liberal.

Poligions Orientation ...011 High scorers are skeptical of conventicna:
religious beliefs, and pcacticWand tend to reject most of them, especially
those that are orthodox or fundaentalistic in nature. Persons scoring near
or above the mean Are asnifesting a liberal view of religious beliefs, and
low scorers tend to be conservative ia general and rejecting of other vie,/
points. (The direction of scoring on this scale, vita strong religious com-
mitment indicated by low stores, was determined in part by the correlation
.hetween these items and the first four scales which together measure a
oneral intellectual disposition')

117
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Social Extroversion (SE): This measure reflects a preferred style of rela-,
ting to people in a social context. High scorers, displaying a strung
interest in being with people, seek social activities and gain satisfactiorl
from them. The social introvert (low scorers) rends to withdraw from
social contacts and responsibilities.

Impulse Exuession (IE): This scale assesses a general readiness to ex-
press impulses and to seek gratification either in conscious thought or iq
overt action. High scorers have an active imagination, value sensual read-
tions, and their thinking and behavior has pervasive overtones of feelings
and fantasies.

_iteiratiPerso.tallt The high scorer admits to few attitudes and
behaviors that characterize anxious, disturbed or socially alienated per-
sons. Low scorers on the other hand, may intentionally avoid others and
often express hostility and aggressions. They also indicate feelings of
loneliness, rejection, and isolation.

Anxiety Level (AL): High scorers deny that they have feelings or symptoms
of anxiety and do not admit to being nervous or worried. Low scorers are
generally tense and high-strung and often experience some difficulty adjust-
ing in their social environment.

Altruism (Am): The high scorer is an affiliative person and trusting in
his relations with others. He exhibits concern for the feelings and welfare
of people he meets. Low scorers tend to be much less concerned about the
welfare of others and often view people from an impersonal, distant
perspective.

Practical Outlook (P0): The high scorer on this measure is interested in
practical, applied activities and tends to value material possessions and
concrete accomplishments. The criterion most often used to evaluate ideas
and things is one of immediate utility. Authoritarianisw, conservatism and
nonintellectual interests are very frequent personality components of
persons scoring above the average.

Masculinity-Femininity (MF): This scale assesses some of the differences
in attitudes and interests between college men and women. High acorers
(masculine) deny interests in esthetic matters and they admit to few
adjustment problems, feelings of anxiety, or personal inadequacies. They
also tend to be somewhat less socially inclined then low scorers and more
interested in scientific matters. Low scorers (feminine), besides stronger
esthetic and social inclinations, also admit to greater sensitivity and
emotionality.

Response Bias,(RB): This measure represents en approach to assessing the
students test-taking altitude. High scorers are responding to this measure
in a manner similar to a group of students who were explicitly asked to
make a good impression by their responses to these items. Low scorers,
on the contrary, may be trying to make a bad impression.
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LIFE SCIENCE CRITERION

220. Which of the following features can always be used to seperate
plants and animals (13-1)
a. only plants produce their own food
b, only plants have a cell wall
c. only animals are mobil
d, none of the above

221. Confidence Rating problem 220

222. Which of the following is the primary role of bacteria in raising
good crops (14-2)
a. bacteria are used as food by the pietas
b, bacteria aerate the soil
c, bacteria break down dead plants and animals
d, none of the above

223. Confidence Rating problem 222

224, An example of a protective adaptation in an animal is (15-3)

a. nocturnal habits
b. loamber .

c. mimicry
d. all of the above

225. Confidence Rating problem 224

226. Which of the following is an example of a caste in the honey bee

hive (17-2)
a. worker
b. drone

c. queen
d. all of the above

227. Confidence Rating problea 226

228, A plant that completes its cycle in two years is celled (19-2)

a. a perennial
b, a biennial
c. an annual

d. tone of the. above

229. Confidence Rating problem 228
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230. Which of the following features do scientists use to determine
whether something is alive (13-2)
a. the type of elements it contains
b. the ability to reproduce its awn kind
c. the ability to grow .

d. . two of the above

231. Confidence Rating problem 230

232. Animals or'plants that live on or inside another organism, both
partners benefii:ng, are called (14-5)
a. symbionts
b. mutual&
c. parasites
d. commensials

233. Confidence Rating_problem 232

234. A stage in incomplete metamorphosis, and not complete metamorphosis,
is the (16-3),
a. nymph
b. pupa
c. larva
d. .egg

235. Confidence Rating problem 234

236. Whichof the following best explains how birds of the same species
know, to build the same type of nest (18-2)
a. trial-and-error behavior
b. conscious thought
c. instinctive behavior
d. none of the above

237. Confidence Rating problem 236

238. Man's distinct features that seperates him from other animals is
(214)
a. his superior strength
b. his superior instinctive behavior
!c. his highly developed hands
d. his superior mental ability

239. 11..a1Conideilroblem238

240. Which of the following do scientists believe is important in the
conduction of water from the roots to the loam of trees (13.3)
a. contracting fibers -

b. transpiration
c. cohesion of water molecules
d. two of the above
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241, Confidence Rating problem 240

142. Which of the following is true of lower animals (15-1)
a. they typically provide oarental care to their offspring
h. they typically produce a large number of eggs
c. typically a large number of their offspring reach maturity
d. none of the above are true

243. Confidence Rating problem 242,

244. The caterpillar represents which stage of metamorphosis (16-4)
a. larva
b. egg
c. adult
d. pupa

245. Confidence Rating problem 244

246. Which of the following is not true about a spider web (18-3)
. a. it is a product of instinctive behavior

b. it serves as a food getting device
c. each individual spider produces a unique web
d. it serves as a home for the spider

247. Confidence Rating problem 246

/48. A feature that seperates mammals from other vertebrates is (21-1.)
a, a backbone
b. a closed circulatory system
c, being warm blooded
d. a diaphram that separates the heart and lungs

249. Confidence Rating problem 248

250, During photosynthesis plants produce (13-4)
a. carbon dioxide and sugar
b. oxygen and starch
c. carbon dioxide and starch
d. oxygen and sugar

251. Confidence Rating rOblem 250

252. A soil that is rich in nutrients,but is closely packed is (14-3)
a. sandy soil
'.:. loam
c. clay
d. black soil

253. Confidence Rating problem 252
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254. Which of the following is a major way plants are classified (16-2)
a. by the color of their seeds
b. by the size of their leaves
c. by the number of seed leaves
d. by the shape of the seeds

255. Confidence Rating problem 254

256. Which of the following is not true about galls (18-4)
a. each type of gall infests only one particular part of a plant
b. the type of organism causing the gall may be determined by

the shape of the gall
c. the gall is caused by the spores of plants
d, all of the above are true

257. Confidence Rating problem 256

2S8. Which of the following occurs when an animal hibernates-(20-1)
a. its breathing rate slows down
b. it' circulation of blood slows down
c. the animal elovly burns excess fat
d, all of the above

259. Confidence Rating problem 258

260. Which of the following statements best describes the balance of
nature on the earth today (14-6)
a. a balanced system with almost no change
b., an overall balanced system with great changes over short periods

of time
c. an overall balanced system that is ever changing to s moderate

degree
d. none of the above statements are accurate

261. Confidence Rating problem 260

262.. Which of the following is used by scientists to classify plants and
animals (13-5)
.a. structure
b. habitate
c. development
d. two of the above

263. Confidence Rating_problem 262

..264.. Scientists believe that colonial animals perform their job in the
soCiel organisation by (17-1)
1. trial-and-error behavior
b. conscious thought
c. instinctive behavior
d. none of'the above
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265. Confidence Rating problem 264

266. The dropping of leaves by a tree in the winter (19-1)
a. helps conserve food
b. helps conserve water
c. helps conserve minerals
0. two of the above

,e7s.r Nter.IPPW41,2.

267. Confidence Rating problem 266

268. Which of the following is not an adaptation of birds for flight

(20-2)
a.. strong solid bones
b. strong pliable feather
c, rapid oxidation (burning of' food)

d, good digestive and breathing systems

269. Confidence Rating problem 268

270. Which of the following is a true statement about spuntaneous

generation (13-6)
a. it is an accepted principle of modern biology
b. it is a belief that living things may cone from the non-living

,c. it is concerned with the relationship of plants and animals to
their environment

d. none of the above are true

271. Confidence Rating problem 270

272. Which of the following statements is most accurate concerning
bacteria and insects (14-4)
a. most bacteria and insects are harmful to man

b. most bacteria are beneficial, while most insects are harmful

to man

c. most bacteria are harmful, while most insects are beneficial

to man.
bacteria and insects are both harmful and helpful to man

273. Confidence Rating problem 272

274. A major difference between social and colonial *MAW, is (17-4)

a. that only colonial animals have castes
b., that colonial animals usually occur among lower Animals

c. social animals form a much looser organisation than do colonla1

animals
d. none of the above are a major difference.

275. Confidence Rating problem 274.
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276 An example of a protective adaptation in a plant is (15-2)
a. bad tasting fruit
b. stickers on the branches

hard external covering
d. all of the above

277. Confidence Feting problem 276

278. The bird nest is, primarily an adaptation for (18-1)
a. the protection of the adult bird
b. keeping the adult bird warm
c. rearing young
d.. none of the above

279. Confidence Rating problem 276

280. A condition that is required for a peed to germinate is (16-1)

a. carbon dioxide
b.. light
c. oxygen
d. soil

281. Confidence Feting problem 280

282. Which of the following is a characteristic of social ineects
that gives them an advantage in survival (1^-3)
a. better care and feeding of young .

b. better methods of food production
c. division of labor
d. all of the above

283. Confidence Rating problem 282

.284. Which of the following is true about the theor of natural selection
(15-4)

a. intelligence end Conscious thought is an important factor

b. most accidental changes in offspring make them more likely

to surviVe
c. a new type of organism of the same speoies way force the old

type out of exi3tence
d. none of the above

285. Confidence Retina problem 284



PHYSICAL SCIENCES CRITERION

220. If an astronaut traveled to a planet 3ike Jupiter, which

is larger than the earth, his weight would (7-1)

a. be less than on the earth

b. be the same as on the earth
c. be more than on the earth

d. be impossible to predict given only this information

221. Confidence Rati2s_problem 220

222. Most modern geologists believe (8-1)

a. that all the continents 'ere covered by water itt one 'Arne

b. that the average dEnsity of the rocks that form the

continents is higher than those forming the :eeeu basin

c. two of the above are true

d. none of the above are true

223. Confidence Rating problem 222

224. Drifts and currents in the ocena are caused by (8-5)

a. the pull of the moon and sun

b. the prevailing winds
c. the unequal heating of the ocean

d. none of the dove

22S. Confidence Rating problem 224

226. The rise of mammals occurred daring the (10-4)

a. Cenozoic era
b. Precambrian era

c. Mesozoic era
d. Paleozoic era

227. Confidence Rating problem 2l6

228. An example of a climate condition le (12-4)

a. the day's weather
b. the average rainfall c -ing the year in a region

c. the average temlierature Awing a dap in a region

d. the number of 'ache' of rain that fell in a region in

one weak

229. Confidence Rating problem 228
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230. A motor (23-4)
a. changes mechanical energy into electrical energy

b. changes electrical energy into mechanical energy
c. has the opposite function to that of a generator
d. of the above are tre

231. Confidence Rating pro!Jlem 230

232. The loudness of a sound depends on (24-4)
a. the energy of the vibrating body
b. the pitch of the sound
c. the number of overtones it contains
d. two of the above are true

233. Confidence Rating problem 232

2J4. Isostasy is (8-2)
a. a type of rock formation
b. a theory concerning she formation of glacier&

c. a hypothesis explaining the balance in the earth's cruet

d. none of the above are true

235. Confidence Rating problem 234

236. Which of the following are both weathering agents (9-3)

a. mechanical action and gravity
b. gravity and water

c. glacisra and chemical action
d. gravity and mechanical action

23?. Confidence Rating problem 236

238. Which of the following is not a method by which chemists

identify chemicals (11-4)
a. by the solutions they form
b. by their odor

. c. by the chemical reations they produce
d. all of the above are correct methods

219. 'ConfidenctIstingiroblem 238

240. A simple machinz. (22 -3)

a. may change energy into s more convenf.enf; fora for men

b. may give ur more lifting power
c. can not give us more work or energy than we start with

all of the above are true
;

241. Confidence Rating problem.240
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242. The r 0,1er Effect predicts that (24-3)
a. h. 1 frequency sound will travel farther than low

frequency sound
b. sound will become softer as it spreads out
c. the pitch cf sound will increase when it comes from as

approaching source
d. sound dill travel through a vacuum

243. Confidence Rating problem 242

244. Which of the following is lot true about the sun (7-2)
a. the sun is a star
b. the sun produces light by combustion
c. the sun is made of hot liquids
d. two of the above

245. Confidence Rating problem 244

246. Which of the following is true about the water table (8-6)
a. it's level is constant throughout the seasons of the year
b. it appears at About the same depth throughout the

United States
c. It represents the level of the giound water
d. all of the above are true

247. Confidence Rating problem 246

248. Which of the following statements is not tr.te about the
formation of coal (10-3)
a. .eat and pressure were required
b. it was formed from the remains of coal-producing animals
c. the climate was warm and humid when it was formed
d. it formed during the Pennsylvanian Period

249. Confidence Rating problem 248

250. The law of conservation of energy (22-1)
a. describes conditions under which natter may bs created
,. describes conditions under which matter may be destroyed
c. describes now electrical energy may of convorted into

4:e.chanical energy

251. Confidencei2lingEr212122212

252." The theory that explains the characteristics of light bast]
is the (24-2)
a., quantum theory
b.' wave theory
c. corpuscular theory
d. vibration theory

253. Confidence.Rating problem 252
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254. Which of the following best describes why we still have
SAW at the north pole during the summer (7.3)
a. dr.e.to the prevailing cold winds
b. dui t.o the fact that sunlight strikes chi earth at an

angle at the poles
c. due to ri.e fact that there is not warm ocean currents in

the area
d. none of the above are true

255. Confidence Rating problem 254

256. Fossils are usually found in (d-4)
a. igneous rock
b. metamorphic rock
c. sedimentary rock
d. both igneous and sedimentary rock

257. Confidence Rating problem 256

258. A continental glacier (9-4)
a. forms on the topa And sides of high mountains
b. is also called an ice sheet
c. is smaller than a. valley glacier
d. two of the above are true

259. Confidence Rating problem 258

260. The nitrogen in our atmosphere (12-1)
a. is the most common element
b. causes substances to burn
c. is not importsnt to life on the earth
d. two of the above are true

261. Confidencelating:problem 260

262. If we did not have friction on the earth (22-4)
s. life would be more enjoyable
b. things would not wear out
c. we could still have electric light

'd. all of the above are true

263 Confidence Rating problem 262

264. Which of the following does not help explait how a glass
prim may form a spectrum colored light (24-1)
a. light is bent when it leaves air and enters another

transparent substance
b. white light cun.ains all the colors in the spnctrom
c. different colors of light are bent in different directions

by the glass prism

265. Confidence Rating problem 264
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266. At which of the following locations on the earth would the
stars not change. their position very much from night to night
(7-4)

a. north pole
b. equator
c. northern latitudes
d. southern latitudes

267. Confidence Rating problem 266

268. An, atomic particle that has a positive charge is the (11-1)
a. proton
b. electron
c. neutron
d. two of the above

269. Confidence Rating roblem 268

270. The mirth pole of a compass (23-1)
ai points towards the earth's north pole
b. must have opposite polarity to the north pole of the earth
c. is often celled the north-seeMns pole
d. all of the above are true

271. Confidence Rating problem 270

272. Which of the following statements about e 'see is true (7-5)
a. a lunar eclipse is caused by the moot sting a shadow

on the earth
b. an eclipse on the earth usally casta a large shadou
c. partial eclipses are rarer than complete onas on the earth

273. Confidence Rating problem 211

274. Which of the following is the best definition of a mineral (8-3)
a. one or more elements combined chemically
b. a substance containing two or more types of nicks

C. a mixture of several chemical compounds
d. none of the above are a good definition

275. Confidence Rating problem 274

276. Which of the following is true about earthquakes (9-1)
a. they occur along a fault plane
b. they occur when rocks reach their elastic limit
o. durirns an earthquake rock walls slip and come to rest

AA a new position .

d. all of the above are true

p77. Couf It1Um;p1_robea 276
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278. Which of the following is not an exauple of a fossil (10-1)
a, caste of plants and animals
b. petrifted wood
c. prints made by plants or animals
d. all of the sbove are examples of fossils

279. Confidence Rating 278

280. A molecule (11-2)
a. can also be an element
b. can also be a compound
c. is the smallest particle into which a substance can be

divided and still be that substance

281. Confidence Rating problem 280

282. A hieb.pressura front (12-2)
a. moves toward regions of low pressure
1): is usually asslciated with stormy weather

c. can be detected by a barometer
d. two of the clove are true

283. Confidence Rating problem 282

284. Which of the following is true about a rocket (12.2)

a. it requires air from the atmosphere for it's propulsion

b. it gets it's Lifting power from the air
c. it's operation conforms to ore of Newton's laws

d. all of the above are true

285. Confidence Rating problem 284

286. Permanent magnets (23-2)
a. are usually made of soft iron

b. are easier to magnitite than Ire temporary magnate

c. hold their magnetism longer than do temporary magnate

d. all oftht above are true

287. Confidence Rating problem 226

288. Which of the following statements to not true *bait the

earth's tides (7-6)
a. they go through a monthly cycle

: 6, ,b. the sun has more influence on the tides than does the soot

c. the highest tide of the year is called the spring tide

d. the lowest tide of tie year is called the nee; tide

269. Confidence Rating problem 288
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290. Which of the following best describes the difference between

magma and lava (9-2)
a. magma is solid lava

mb. lava contains many gasea Ville magma is free of most gases

c. lava is solid magma

d. magma contains many gases, while lava is free of me_c gases

291. Confidence Rating problem 290

292. Geologic time is divided in Which of the following ways (10-2)

a. ears, eons, epochs, and periods

b. periods, eons, eras, and epochs

c. periods, epochs, cons, and eras

d. eons,eras, periods, and epochs

293. Confidence Ratiag problem 292

294. A chemical change occurs when (11-3)

a. water evaporates
b. gasoline is burned

c. water is frozen
d. sugar is dissolved in water

295. Confidence Rating proLlem 294

296: Relative humiaty (12-3)

a. is simple the number of pints of water per cubic yard of air

b. is expressed in a percentage

c. increases as the temperature increases

d. all of the above are true

297. Confidence Rating problem 296

298.' Mich of the following is ture about current electricity (23-3)

a. it may be positively or negatively charged

b. it is another name for static electricity

c. it requires a conductor
d. none of the above are true

299 ConfidenctOlatingpablee121
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STUDENT ATTITUDE. TOWARD INSTRUCTIONAL CARES

This is not 0 test of information; therefore, there is no one "right"

answer to a question. We are interested in. your opinion on each of the

statements below. Your opinions will be strictly confidential. Do not

Itesitate to put down exactly how you feel about each item. We are seeking

information, not compliments;' please be frank.

PME: DATE

NAME' OF COURSE

CIRCLE THE RESPONSE THAT HOST NEARLY REPRESENTS YOUR REACTION TO EACH OF

THE STATEMENTS BELOW:

1. As a change of pace from usual classroom learning the genie was welcome.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree
Agree

I felt insecure:playing the game,

Strongly
Disagree

s

Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Agree

All of the students. enjoyed this game.

: : : :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree
Agree

= 4. I would rather learn the material some other way thar. games.

,Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree
Agree

I would choose to play the gum rather than participate in a group

discussion on the topic.

, . ..1 . . 2; _ 2

.Strocgly ,_ Disagree : Uncertain . Agree Strongly

Disagree
Agree

i. Caves are tun to 114.

0.4)..
s

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree
Agree
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7. The time spent playing Otis game was completely wasted.

. . .

. . :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Dilagree Agree

S. There, is a definito need for instructional games. i

Strongly
Disagree .

:. . :

Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Agree

. Games make me feel uncomfortable and irritable.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain
Disagree

10. I felt at ease playing the game.

re@ Strongly
Agree

..
.

:.

Strongly Disagree Ur:Certain Agree Strongly
Disagree.. Agree

11. Hy liking for games outweighs,; my disliking.

Strongly Digagree Uncer tain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

12. The value of games is overestimated by some people.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agre Strongly
Disagree Agree

15. TAllen I hear the word "gem," I have a feeling of dislike.

: : : : :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain . Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

. I would prefer playing this game to playing a non-instructional game
that I personally enjoy such as bridge, chess or poker.

r t : 1 :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain , Agree . . Strongly
Disagree

. Agree

= ..-!,... .

.;,..!;..
1

a 4 8
. t ;
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15. The material covered by this gtme was uninte:esting.

: : . ! . :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Ac.ce Strongly
Disagree Agree

16. In prefereace to lectures on the same subject, I would Like ro try
more learning games.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

17. 1 approach games with a feeling of hesitation, resulting frc.m fear
of doing poorly.

. . .

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

18. The feeling I have toward games is a good feeling.

t :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain igree Strongly

Disagree Agree

19. The game was stimulating.

.
.

:
.
. . . , , s :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree, Agren

20. Only a few of the students enjoy this game.

s

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree Agree

21. 'I feel edefinite positive reaction to genes.

: : t 3

Strongly . Disagree Uncertain. Agree Strongly

Disagree Agree

22. Games make me feel lost. ,

1 7 1

Strongly Disagree Uncertain

Disagree
1.

Pf4 9

.

Agree Strongly
. Agree
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23. Universities should use class time for games.

t .
: : :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

24. Games are aomething I've never enjoyed.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree
Disagree It".igglY

25. /was under a strain while playing the game.

: .
.

.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain. Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

26. The game I just played was interesting.

Strongly Disagree, Uncertain Agree SLruogly
Disagree . Agree

27. / don't like to play games.

:

Strongly
. Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree Agree

lg. Instructional games should be considered a valuable {.art of this
Course.

.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree .

29. / 'was frIpired by .this game to make full use of my capabilities.

30.

, : : : 1 1

Strongly Disegroe Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree

',.,:...,'f:. .

Aires

.. ,

The experience. was not particularly beneficial.

I

Strongly
Disagree

Dieter's Uncertain Agree Strongly
Agree
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31. I'll remember what I learned in the game.

32:

:

Strongly
.

Disagree Uncertain" '. Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

In view of the amount of time involved, I feel too little was
.

accomplished.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

33. This game incree.se3my knowledge in this subject area.
.

.

Strongly Disagree. Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree

,

Agree
.

. 34. I found it difficult to concentrate on learning anything.
..

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree. :% , , .,

, .

Agree

35. As I got into the game, I learned painlessly.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

36. I would have learned more from 4 lecture.
-z!-........-:.

:

Strongly Disagree Vncertt:n Agree Strongly
Disagree , .. . Agree

Iit 37, My mind went blank and I was unable to think when playing the game.

;.., i ,..,./,

11
Strongly Disagree Uncertain. Airs.. I Strongly

1." '.i. 0 % 014Mr1.11 '.....3"...s....: ,,..t,...t : ,. r. o I .. ;::: .1 - r 7 .. 4-' , . .- ,,,, .., :* ,,...... ! : ,, : . AS".

ILI '. 38, After sradmatloac,lhe information obtained from thin game will be
aveffshts.vW4k4e1.*

'."... 4 :. r..

11

ng
$ 1

_
; s i:

.. ..:-..1,..;;;,;,

Strongly Disagree
.

64.,

Uncertain

.. ,-..

Agree L Strongly
Disagree ... . '_ Agree
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39. I don't know any mr.. when I started.

Strongly :Disagree Uncertain. Agree Strongly
bisagree. Agree

40, :I learn more from games than from individual study.

t *.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain . Agree Strongly
Disagree .

Agree

41. I learned While playing but it was hard work.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain AgrdtalStrongly
Disagree Agree

42. This was a confuning game.

,, .

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

'

.

43. I learn more frum games than from group discussion.

. :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Stiongly
Disagree Agree

44. The students don't remember anything they learned in the game.

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Wee Strongly
Disagree Agree

45. While playing the game I had moments of great insights.

.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree

Uncertain Agree Strongly
Agree

'44, Playing games such as this one is the swat effective way to learn
Jr? mew concepts

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree .

,}r .

1.
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4/, 1 felt the role.1 playaZ vie very unnatural.

E $ ,

e . Stron0y Disagree Uncertait Agree Strongly:

II Y

bisagree ..:
;-,i

48. I like game that ors challenging.

, - yAgree
... ,;

.

I
.

Strongly 'ree
bisogree

Disagree Uncertain Strongly

49, rife gape hes no influence upop the students.

t

. . . ..
, : .

V

I

11
Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

Disagree
. 4gree

III played beeousil had e.

Strongly .

.
- : =
Disagre.g tncertein

. .

Agree

.

.

Strongly

[I Disagree .

V Agree

[I

P. I felt like getting involved in game playing.

Mgt:0412
..,,,',.

Di"! t:41;..i
''

UnVV

Agree

.

I

[I

. Agree
Strongly

iSo i didn't eppIy my.e1f.

II

,, ,.,. .,

,

i. : ......

......44.....i, ..Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

IIDisagree ' ..,.J.:,... . .
'

". -.',.. .. .-. Agree

-;'
$3. / weenit satisfied with bow I played the SOW.

,,.
.

l Stroegly 'Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly

UOtiejfee '. Y''-',. , :.) .. --; : ',..1 b/v.,':' ;. ,:: . -.

. . t )

G10$ do net pseride the oseessery motivation to learn the subject.

;

I I .

Vatertain Agree StronglyStraitly Kea:1M
I

Disagree
Agree

11 . .

VV
V
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$5. I'll play better next time.

1 . 1 : :

,Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly'.
Disagree Agree

.
.

..

36. This game is not worth the time and effort to play it

:

.

,I. :

Strongly Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

--=, 57. I was not conscious of time passing.

. ,

: ,, : .
. :

Strongly . .Disagree Uncertain Agree Strousty
Disagree Agree

56. I dislike people who play half-heartedly.

,Strongly Digagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

59. I'd cut class if I thought We were going to play again.

:

Strongly
Disagree

: ;

Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Agree

60,. I felt like learning the concepts so I could play the game better:

Strongly Disagree
.N..4.ogrese

Uncertain

61. I didn't know what I was doing during the game.

Strongly
Disagree

I,
. :

Agree Strongly
Agree

Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly
Agree

- .

I worked hard playing the game.

.t'..! !

Strongly 'Disagree Uncertain
Aisagree

154

Agree Strongly
Agree
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was aware of game and implications

!Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

1

.

but did not enjoy time spent.

Uncertain

64. Man the game got difficult, I gave up.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Uncertain

Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

OS. X wasn't bothered about learning anything while I WAR playing the
game.

Strongly
Disagree

bisagree

Si, I felt uveryono fitted their

Strongl y

Disagree
Disagree

67. This game didn't

Strongly
Disagree

Uncertain Agree

roles well.

Uncertain

quit thm situation.

UncertainDisagree

Gil It is important to play will.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

69. I found myself just trying
trying to train.

POs

Strongly
Disagree

Diapgree

Uncertain

to get through

Uncertain

:

Agree

Agree

Agree

Strougly
Atree

Strovgly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

the gams rather than

Agree Strongly
Agree

It was diffieulttoleceme motivated within the game context.

s

Strongly
DiSOVI41

. .

Disagree . Uncertain Agree
. .
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Strongly
Agree
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